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The thesis is focused on the air quality and temperature study in an underground car 
park. Experimental studies were performed to obtain vehicle exhaust emission rates, 
particularly carbon monoxide as well as the vehicle thermal emission rate that were 
representative of typical local vehicle population and operating conditions in 
underground car parks. The data are restricted to local operating conditions and 
environment where they are derived and obtained.  
A test vehicle representative of local vehicle population was selected. The vehicle 
operating characteristics in car park were simulated through pre-define driving cycles 
using chassis dynamometer in laboratory. The exhaust emissions were measured using 
Constant Volume Sampling (CVS) method. 
The thermal emission rate was determined by measuring the amount of heat dissipated 
through means like convection and radiation thermal loss from hot surfaces, exhaust 
gases and engine cooling system of the test vehicle under different operating 
characteristics in an actual underground car park. 
Experimental studies on the car park ventilation rates in terms of air change rate by 
tracer gas techniques and concentration decay method were also performed.  
A computer simulation of carbon monoxide concentration using multi-zone network 
model, CONTAMW; a technique using mass balance and this takes into account the 
inter-zonal airflow and contaminant transport between the car park and surrounding 
area is also carried out. The entire car park was modeled as single zone with carbon 
monoxide emission rate as contaminant source and the ventilation system as flow 





were verified using the measured concentration level performed in previous study 
carried out by students of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.  
The car park temperature level prediction is performed using heat balance and this 
takes into account the vehicle thermal loss, heat transfer process between the car park 
structure and surrounding areas and the ventilation system as flow element responsible 
in inter-zonal heat transportation. The heat balance model was solved using the 
CONTAMW solver. The predicted temperature level was verified with the measured 
values obtained from previous study carried out by students of the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. 
 





In Singapore, the society is becoming more affluent as the result of rapid economic 
success over the last two decades. It has become a need and symbol of social status for 
every individual to own a car. As a result, the vehicle population had doubled  (86%) 
from 1980 to 1999, although various efforts to limit the population growth had been 
implemented (Yearbook of Statistics, Singapore, 2000). 
The increase of vehicle population not merely creates serious problems like air and 
noise pollution, traffic congestion, but also the increase of demand for parking space. 
As one of the highly populated cities, like other major cities around the world, land is 
always the most valuable resource. There is an obvious need to ensure utilization to its 
optimum value. Hence, more and more activities are being diverted to underground 
space. One good example is the increase of the number of underground car parks being 
built.  
In enclosed underground car parks, the main concern to many people is indoor air 
quality and thermal comfort besides others such as fire safety and traffic noise. 
Because of enclosed space, and a very limited direct interaction with outside ambient, 
which mainly limited to ingress or egress point only, mechanical ventilation is always 
being introduced. This gives rise to a number of problems related to indoor air quality 
and thermal environment that could have direct impact on human health. 
In addition, traffic activities gives rise incomplete combustion processes of vehicle 
engines also result in the generation of contaminants such as carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, volatile organic compounds, particulate 
lead and smoke particle. Among these contaminants, carbon monoxide is the main 
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contaminant generated in a significant amount to possibly cause health problems to 
humans (Moncef Krarti et al., 1996). It could exist in large quantities at low speed 
condition in the car park (C.S.Papacostas & P.D. Prevedouros, 2001). Therefore, it is 
universally associated with car park operation and is generally seen as the major health 
factor (Stankunas A. R et al., 1980). ASHRAE has stated that the ventilation required 
to dilute carbon monoxide to acceptable levels also controls the other contaminants 
satisfactorily, provided the percentage of diesel vehicles does not exceed 20% 
(ASHRAE Handbook, 1999). 
Carbon monoxide is an odorless, tasteless and colorless gas. If rapidly absorbed in 
lungs and built up in blood, it can impair the oxygen – carrying capacity of the blood 
so that less oxygen gets to the heart and brain. At low-level concentration, it can cause 
headache, fatigue and slow reflexes. People with previous cardiovascular disease 
history are the most vulnerable group. Large numbers of sensitive people experience 
adverse health effects at 15 PPM at 8-hr average (WHO, Geneva, 1996). 
The similar traffic activities also produce heat due to vehicle engines combustion 
processes that would have impact on car park indoor thermal environment. ASHRAE 
define thermal comfort as ‘that condition of mind in which satisfaction is expressed 
with the thermal environment’ (Keith J. Moss, 1998). 
For many years, numerous standards and codes have been established mainly to 
control the indoor air quality in terms of carbon monoxide exposure (Moncef Krarti et 
al., 1996). In Singapore, similar regulations are stipulated in Singapore Code of 
Practice 13:1999. Generally, all these regulations only act as statutory guideline for car 
park designers or operators to follow in the attempt to limit carbon monoxide exposure 
in order not to cause adverse impact on human health.  
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For indoor thermal environment, only limited guidelines are available and mainly for 
recommendation purposes. Unlike carbon monoxide, it would not cause any serious 
negative impacts on human health. Hence, it is always not mentioned in guidelines or 
standards used for statutory purposes. However, a poorly maintained thermal 
environment will give the occupants a bad impression on the indoor environment. 
Most occupants can easily feel that the car park is uncomfortable from two reasons, 
heat and stuffy feeling (Goh L.N, 1999). It is also reported that a high air temperature, 
high relative humidity and low air speed would be associated with the highest 
likelihood of people feeling thermally uncomfortable (Chow W.K et al., 1996). 
 
1.1 Statement of Problems 
 
In the effort to maintain an acceptable indoor environment, adoption of regulation 
guidelines alone as design requirements is inadequate. It merely provides a 
macroscopic view of indoor environment that is expressed in the form of acceptable 
level of carbon monoxide exposure in terms of concentration limits for both long-term 
periods (typically eight hours) and short-term periods (vary from fifteen minutes to one 
hour). To ensure that these carbon monoxide concentration limits are not exceeded 
within the car park area, many model codes and standards have recommended the 
required ventilation rates either in CFM/ft2 (L/s.m2) or in CFM per vehicle (L/s per 
vehicle). The ventilation rate required, however, is dependent on factors like emission 
rate of a typical vehicle under various conditions, length of travel and operation time in 
the car park, number of vehicles in operation and contaminant level acceptable in the 
parking facilities (ASHRAE Handbook, 1999). It often becomes difficult to establish a 
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real picture on the transient change of indoor environment with respect to above-
mentioned factors. 
As such, constant field monitoring using instrumentation becomes quite relevant in 
determining the contaminant distribution characteristics and provides a reasonable 
basis for evaluating the indoor environment of the car park. Conventionally, the 
simplest way to set up a monitoring system is by installing gas, temperature or other 
relevant sensors throughout car park area. But, all this would incur a huge manpower 
and high operating cost in the long run to service and maintain the system. 
Furthermore, this is only limited to existing car park in operation, not for the design 
stage. 
In view of this limitation, another possible alternative is to use simulation method, 
where car park indoor environment is predicted using computer simulation program. 
The advantage is no involvement of physical field monitoring systems, and therefore 
would be more flexible and cost effective in long run. More importantly, the advantage 
of this approach is its applicability in both the design and operation stage. However, 
before adopting this method, in-depth study on various parameters that have impact on 
car park indoor environment such as traffic volume, vehicle exhaust and thermal 
emission rate and ventilation system performance, is essential. This could be achieved 
through extensive experimental studies to form a database or with reference to other 
relevant research data. At present moment, these relevant data are rarely available from 
studies carried out elsewhere. More importantly, these data if available, may not be 
applicable fully under local context, as they are highly restricted to local operating 
condition and environment where they are derived and obtained. 
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1.2 Scope of Study 
 
This project aims to establish vehicle exhaust and thermal emission rate under local 
operating conditions. Apart from that, the ventilation rates that dilute and control the 
carbon monoxide level will also be investigated by tracer gas technique. The use of 
computer simulation program to predict carbon monoxide concentration and thermal 
environment is also being explored. As a whole, the scope of this study could be 
categorized as follows: 
1. Determination of vehicle exhaust emission rate that is representative of a typical 
vehicle operates under local condition. Test procedures will be established to 
measure and quantify the mass of each nominated exhaust component emitted 
under various conditions. 
2. Determination of vehicle thermal energy emission rates that is representative of a 
typical vehicle operating under local condition. Test procedures will be established 
to measure and quantify the thermal energy emitted under various conditions. 
3. Determination of ventilation rates in terms of air change rate by tracer gas 
techniques that adopted concentration decay method. 
4. Computer simulation of carbon monoxide concentration using multi-zone network 
model CONTAMW developed by the Building and Fire Research Laboratory of 
the National Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST) in the US. Use of the model 
in predicting carbon monoxide concentration level will be investigated.  
5. Computer simulation of temperature level by heat balance principal. The use of 
CONTAMW solver to solve the heat balance model will also be investigated.  
 








Over the years, researchers had carried out many studies on enclosed underground car 
park environment. The problems encountered are rather complex with involvement of 
various inter-related parameters. In this project, efforts are focused on two important 
parameters; namely vehicle exhaust emissions in terms of carbon monoxide and 
thermal energy emission under various operating characteristics. A review of the work 
of researchers in this area is presented. In addition, the use of numerical studies on 
indoor environment analysis will also be presented. 
 
2.2 Vehicle Exhaust Emission Rate Determination 
 
Vehicle exhaust emission quantity in terms of carbon monoxide in car park is always 
the main concern of many studies. The carbon monoxide emission is usually quantified 
in grams per vehicle-distance of travel and is related to several factors, including 
vehicle type and age, ambient temperature, and altitude. The operating cycle, 
consisting of starts and stops, speed changes, and idling, are also important factors. 
Typically, it could be determined either by direct measurement or prediction through 









2.2.1 Measurement Methods 
 
Measurement of exhaust emission is either through direct on-road measurement or 
laboratory testing by simulating selected on-road trips (Steven et al., 2000). Direct on-
road measurement uses the instrumented test vehicles driven by a professional driver 
according to certain conditions and a set of emission data is recorded. This 
measurement is necessary when the actual on-road driving behaviors are too complex 
and become difficult to model or simulate on test beds (Cheung et al., 1999 and Foss, 
P.W., 1992). Its limitation is due to the difficulty in measuring emissions from vehicle 
movements that are highly transient within a very short period.  
Laboratory testing is performed by driving the test vehicle on a chassis dynamometer 
through pre-defined driving cycles which are representative of real condition 
understudy. The merit of this method that it is simple and easy to control, but the test 
conditions are restrictive in that they may not represent actual on-road driving 
conditions (Tong et al., 2000) 
To date, there is very limited measured vehicle exhaust emission data available 
specifically for operations in car park. Relatively only very few vehicles have been 
tested for each study. One of the studies is that of Chow et al. (1996) who tested a 
petrol cargo van (1,812-cc). The van was tested at a covered, naturally ventilated car 
park with engine in hot idling. Carbon monoxide emission and tailpipe exhaust gas 
airflow velocity were measured directly during the test. The measured data was taken 
to represent a typical vehicle carbon monoxide emission rate in underground car park 
in Hong Kong. 
Alexander R.Stankunas et al. (1980) used a computerized engine analyzer to measure 
vehicle hot idling emissions at three different underground car parks in US. The aim 




was to verify if the emissions generally fell within the range of published data and to 
generally describe the nature of the emissions at each car park understudy. In another 
study Ball and Campbell (1973) measured the emission rates based on five passenger 
cars, also in the hot idling stage. 
Generally, all the above tests were done at various locations with different vehicle type 
and age, ambient temperature and altitude. They were restricted to hot idling stage 
without considering other operating characteristics. Thus, the data may not represent 
typical vehicle movement and emission rates in local car parks.  
 
2.2.2 Prediction Methods 
 
Moncef Krarti and Arselene M.A. (1996) reported two emission models adopted by 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in U.S for open road operations. They are 
MOBILE, a computer program that estimates the emissions resulting from various 
combinations of traffic flows, vehicle mixes, and other factors. Another model is called 
EMFAC, developed and maintained by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) 
and can only be used in California. EMFAC is one of the computer models that form 
the MVEI through the integration with other two models, CALIMFAC and WEIGHT, 
along with the correction factors and other data, to produce fleet emission factors. 
However, similar prediction models for vehicles in underground car parks are very 
limited. So far, only MOBILE is used for a typical vehicle inside a car park (travel 









Table 2.1: Predicted carbon monoxide emission within car park 
          Hot Emissions        Cold Emissions 
            grams/min           grams/min 
Season 1991 1996 1991 1996 
Summer (320C) 2.54 1.89 4.27 3.66 
Winter (00C) 3.61 3.38 20.74 18.96 
 
The emission rates are predicted for both winter and summer conditions in the US as 
well as for hot and cold operating modes. As observed, cold emissions (vehicle in cold 
start to leave car park) are more polluting than hot stabilized emissions. Hence, 
vehicle-operating mode could be a crucial factor in determining the emission load. 
Alexander R.Stankunas et al. (1980) had reported emission data predicted using the 
first generation of MOBILE (EPA Mobil 1) model when it was established in 1978. In 
the development of that model, the following assumptions were made: 
Average vehicle speed: 8 km/h 
Summer ambient temperature: 240C 
Winter ambient temperature: -70C 
Traffic mix: 88% light-duty vehicles, 12% light-duty trucks. 
Inspection and Maintenance program: starting in 1981 
Modes of operation: 1) 100% of vehicles operating in cold start mode 
2) 100% of vehicles operating in stabilized mode 
Operating regions: low altitude, high altitude, California 
Years estimated: 1980 and 1985 
The model allowed the prediction of carbon monoxide emissions for 1980 and 1985 of 
both hot (stabilized) and cold start emission conditions in the US. The predicted values 
illustrated in Table 2.2 are higher than those presented in Table 2.1, which is indicative 
that there is improvement in emission rates control over the years. As observed, some 




of the assumptions made like ambient temperature, traffic mix, inspection and 
maintenance program and operation mode may vary between one location and other, or 
at a similar location, it may also vary among the different car parks. 
 
Table 2.2: Predicted carbon monoxide emission* 
         Hot Emissions#        Cold Emissions,  
            grams/min           grams/min  
Location 1980 1985 1980 1985  
Sea Level      
   Summer 12.3 3.6 25.0 9.4  
   Winter 12.3 3.6 59.4 20.1  
High Altitude      
   Summer 13.3 3.9 34.3 11.5  
   Winter 13.3 3.9 83.1 24.7  
California      
   Summer 9.3 2.6 22.9 9.7  
   Winter 9.3 2.6 42.1 16.1  
      
*Results by EPA Mobile 1 model, (8km/h assumed vehicle speed)  
#Hot emission stabilized  
 
Table 2.3 compares model-predicted hot carbon monoxide emissions for 1980 and 
1985 to actual hot emissions measured at three separate underground car parks in the 
US. The measured hot idle values are lower than predicted values of 1980 by about 
24% to 112 % except for Denver that was representative of high altitude conditions. 
Similarly, the predicted values of 1985 are lower than values of 1980 as observed from 








Table 2.3: Predicted and actual hot idle emission 
     
  Predicted CO Emissions* Actual CO   Emissions 
             grams/min           grams/min 
Location 1980 1985 1980  
Hartford     
   Summer 19.5 9.1 11.3  
   Winter 19.5 9.1 9.2  
Denver     
   Summer 16.7 8.6 32.7  
   Winter 16.7 8.6   
California     
   Summer 15.9 4.7 12.8  
   Winter 15.9 4.7   
     
* Predicted by EPA Mobile 1 mo del   
 
In summary, the MOBILE emission models provide a valuable tool for conducting 
long-term planning of emission control; performing compliance analysis with air 
quality standards as well as assessing the effects of various parameters (such as vehicle 
characteristics and operating conditions) on vehicle emission rates. However, one 
major drawback is that it is strongly influenced by climatic and geographical 
conditions. Therefore, one has to ensure factors such as vehicle characteristics, and 
operating conditions are representative of the area understudy. The compilation of 
above factors into an inventory database will need a great deal effort and time. 
Besides, in certain circumstances it might not able to model the actual on-road 
condition and this leads to situations of overestimation or underestimation of emission 








2.3 Vehicle Thermal Energy Emission Determination 
 
Vehicle thermal emission into car parks is not readily available. So far, the studies are 
mainly focused on the survey of subjective feelings in terms of temperature level, 
relative humidity and airflow speed. These parameters were later correlated with other 
operating factors like traffic volume, traffic flow and, ventilation rate to evaluate the 
car park indoor environment (Chow et al., 1996 and Matsushita et al., 1993,).  
In theory, the proportion of heat from vehicle internal combustion engine that is not 
converted into useful work appears elsewhere such as in the exhaust gases, in the 
cooling medium and as convection and radiation from the hot surfaces of the engine. 
All these are the possible heat sources that cause the rise of temperature level inside 
the car park. The energy balance of a vehicle can be conveniently represented by the 
steady energy equation incorporated the concept of control volume as illustrated in 
























By considering the internal combustion engine as a control volume, the energy inflow 
is the energy provided by the combustion of fuel. The energy output is power 
developed by the engine as well as the heat dissipated by exhaust gases, cooling 
system and convection and radiation to the surroundings. Typically, around 70% of the 
energy input from fuel is converted into heat that is subsequently discharged into the 
surroundings.  
Benson Boey B.L. (2000) reported that thermal loss from a moving vehicle could be 
estimated through following three approaches: 
1. Calculation from the heat rejected to the coolant. 
Vehicle thermal energy loss through coolant is first estimated from chart derived 
experimentally (P.J. Shayler and J.P. Chick, 1996) in terms of coolant type and 
engine speed. Then, assuming the thermal loss by coolant is equivalent to the 
thermal loss through engine as stated in the defined engine heat balance (Gyorgy 
Sitkei, 1974), the thermal loss by exhaust system and subsequently the total vehicle 
thermal loss can be estimated. 
2. Calculation from combustion energy of fuel. 
Fuel consumption rate can be estimated from its relation with travel speed, engine 
capacity and vehicle weight (D.C. Biggs and R. Akcelik, 1987). The energy 
produced by the fuel is then obtained by multiplying the fuel consumption rate with 
the calorific value of gasoline. Then, based on thermal efficiency of typical vehicle 
internal combustion engine defined, the thermal loss can be estimated. 
3. Calculation from the power output of the vehicle 
Based on the power output of vehicle, and by knowing the proportion of power 
output as useful work defined in engine heat balance, the thermal energy loss can 
be determined.  




The above approaches only provide an approximate estimate of thermal energy for a 
moving vehicle as the parameters involved such as fuel consumption rate, engine 
speed, engine capacity and engine thermal efficiency are highly variable in different or 
even a similar operating condition. Apart from these considerations, vehicles will 
continue to emit heat when it is parked while the hot engine and exhaust surfaces 
cooling down. As such, the status-quo measurements of vehicle thermal energy 
emission rate for both moving and parked vehicles will be explored under this study. 
 
2.4 Numerical Simulation of Indoor Environment 
 
Chow (1996) simulated the indoor carbon monoxide concentration in ten car parks 
using CONTAM93/94, a multi-zone indoor air quality and ventilation analysis 
computer program developed by the Building and Fire Research Laboratory of the 
National Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST) in the U.S. The program combines 
the well-known airflow network programs such as AIRNET and ASCOS to provides 
the ability to create multi-zone models of a building and simulate inter-zonal airflow 
and contaminant transport. It lies somewhere between the single zone model and the 
complex computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model by providing a macroscopic view 
at the whole building scale. The simulation results were found to be in fairly good 
agreement with the experimental measurements performed on the car parks. In this 
simulation, there are two important factors to be decided in determining the carbon 
monoxide concentration. One is the emission source strength which depends on 
exhaust emission rate, traffic volume and length of engine operating time. The second 
is the ventilation airflow rate of which depends on air change rate of the car park. Once 
above two factors are known, the carbon monoxide level inside car park can be 




predicted. In addition, the program is user friendly with a rather good graphical 
interface. 
Meanwhile, Ki Cheuw Kon (1998) adopted Computation Fluid Dynamic (CFD) code 
to predict the distribution pattern of carbon monoxide and temperature level inside an 
underground car park. His main focus is on how the complex movements of the 
vehicles can be modeled and the quantification of the rate of heat and carbon 
monoxide emission by the vehicles. Three difference models were developed. Two of 
the models are able to show a reasonable distribution pattern and concentration level. 
The study also recommended experimental studies on two aspects of local vehicle 
behavior, namely carbon monoxide emissions and heat loss rate in order to improve 
the modeling procedure. 
On the whole, CFD code provides a microscopic study on the carbon monoxide and 
temperature level distribution pattern inside car park. It is effective in identifying 
localized indoor environment problems. The disadvantage is it needs an accurate 
modeling of the complicated movements of the vehicles. It is also more complex than 
macroscopic analysis in terms of computing resources and time needed in relation to 
the size of typical car park.  





Determination of Vehicle Exhaust Emissions 
 
The experimental study component of this project aims to establish the mass of carbon 
monoxide emitted by vehicles in underground car park.  
 
3.1 Vehicle Exhaust Emission Characteristics 
 
Exhaust emissions by vehicles depend on many factors. The type, size, age and 
condition of its engine, the nature and condition of emission control equipment, and 
the way it is operated (Robert Joumard et al., 1995). Hence, it is necessary to 
understand the relationships among all factors as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This 
understanding provides a useful background where assumptions could be made to form 
a more appropriate and feasible experimental conditions for the proposed measurement 
studies later.  
From the vehicle operation mode shown in Figure 3.1, the average travel speed, hot 
stabilized movement, driver behavior and flow pattern will be considered. They can 
either be defined from field traffic analysis or from data available in the literature. In 
this study, hot and cold start will not be considered. The Environment Protection 
Agency of U.S (EPA) has defined cold starts to be any start that occurs at least 4 hrs 
after the end of the preceding trip for non-catalyst vehicles and at least one hour after 
the end of the preceding trip for catalyst-equipped vehicles. It rarely occurs in 
commercial building with shopping facilities, since its average parking duration is 
typically between half to one and half hours (Research Board of United State, 1971 
and Robert A. Weant, 1978).  
 





Figure 3.1: Factors affecting vehicle exhaust emissions rate 
 
Hot start is presumed to have a similar emission characteristic as the hot stabilized 
moving vehicle. In addition, the time taken-up is short as compared to the overall 
vehicle operating time.  
Vehicle characteristics consist of vehicle class, make and age, and the selection criteria 



































































are presumed identical since all in-use vehicles are under similar mandatory periodic 
inspection program.  
For fuel properties and operating environment factor, they are identical to all vehicles 
since the study is confined to local vehicle populations that utilize a rather similar fuel 
under an almost identical ambient and car park environment. 
 
3.2 Definition of Different Vehicle Operating Characteristics  
 
Vehicle movements inside car park differ considerably from normal vehicle operation. 
It is made of a number of different operating characteristics which affect the exhaust 
emission rate. Therefore, the vehicle emission rate to be quantified should be a 
representative value which takes into account the emission rate of all individual 
operating characteristics. 
For simplicity, the movement can be represented by three distinctive operating 
characteristics, namely entering or leaving stage, slow moving stage and parking stage. 
The entering or leaving stage is representative of vehicle movement from entrance till 
ticketing booth for entering vehicles. It is from the ticketing booth leading to the exit 
point for leaving vehicles. The movement is mainly idling with short and high 
deceleration and acceleration mode.  
Next is slow moving stage where vehicle cruising slowly along the driveway looking 
for a parking lot or leaving the car park. It takes up the largest portion of the time 
which a vehicle remains in operation in a car park.  It also depends on many factors 
such as car park layout, traffic flow, traffic volume and driving behavior.  
Lastly is parking stage, where vehicle is parking or leaving the lot. Its length of time is 
short with very drastic change of acceleration and deceleration modes.  
 




3.3 Brief Review on Exhaust Emission Test Methods 
 
Conventionally, exhaust emissions measurements are either through on-road emission 
tests or standard-driving cycles in a laboratory on chassis dynamometers as discussed 
earlier (Moncef Krati, 1996). The latter has become the most widely adopted method 
for statutory or research purpose. The merit of this method is its simplicity and better 
control of continuous measurement and analysis of emissions under laboratory 
conditions. The following schedules are of few widely accepted driving cycles (Tong 
et al., 2000): - 
1. U.S. 1975 Schedule.  
2. Economic Commission for European (ECE) R15.04.  
3. Japanese 10 – Mode and 11 – Mode Test Schedule.  
 
In Singapore, the emission standard guideline adopted is with reference to either the 
European Directive or Japanese Safety Regulations for road vehicles (Ministry of 
Environment, Singapore). Both are derived from the latter two standard driving cycles 
mentioned above.  
During the test, the vehicle will be put on the chassis dynamometer and the driver in 
the vehicle drives according to a set of representative driving cycles. The continuous 
measurement of exhaust emission components will be analyzed using constant volume 
sampling (CVS) method, (Joumard et al., 1995).  
So far, the emission tests carried out were purely meant for vehicles traveling on open 
roads. There is little or no similar test on operating condition in an underground car 
park. In this study, an attempt is made to adopt a similar test procedure in the 
quantitative analysis of vehicular exhaust emissions. 




3.4 Development of Test Driving Cycle 
 
In exhaust emission tests through standard driving cycles in a laboratory on chassis 
dynamometers, driving cycles are the essential tools. These are developed to provide a 
single speed-time profile that is representative of certain driving condition. To-date, 
there are many driving cycles developed under specific driving characteristics (Tong et 
al., 1998). Unfortunately, there is no one that is representative of car park environment, 
not to mention under local context.  
The primary aim of this study is to develop driving cycles that are representative of 
vehicular movement during slow moving stage in a car park. The entering or leaving 
and parking stage with highly variable moving pattern within a very short length of 
operating time will not be considered at this point of time.   
Generally, movement in car parks is short and highly transient as compared to open 
road. In this case, tests to record actual on-road driving data will not be feasible. 
Instead, five parameters that have an important bearing on emissions will be used to 
form the driving cycles. They can be obtained from two sources.  
The average travel distance and length of engine-operating time are obtained from 
traffic analysis in a local car park. The other three parameters, steady travel speed, 
average acceleration and deceleration are based on published data.  
The procedures involved in developing the driving cycles are summarized as: 
1. Average travel distance based on the car park understudy is approximately 140m, 
mean of the shortest and longest route. 
2. Length of engine-operating time that depends on traffic volume, travel distance, 
travel speed, traffic flow pattern and driver behavior is obtained from a five-day 
traffic analysis data of the car park understudy (Tay, 2001). Figure 3.2 presents the 




average engine-operating time against car park occupancy rates. Two average 
values were derived, 69 seconds and 94 seconds for occupancy rates below and 
above 50% respectively. A longer period is observed when occupancy rate is 
higher due to larger traffic volume. The values are within the average range of 60 
to 120 seconds as stated by ASHRAE Handbook (HVAC Applications, 1999). In 
this study, occupancy rate of above 50% is taken as peak hour with higher traffic 
volume. The off-peak hour is represented by occupancy rate of below 50% with 
lower traffic volume.  
Figure 3.2: Average engine-operating time of difference occupancy rates 
  
3. Steady travel speed is taken as 8 km/h (ASHRAE Handbook, 1999).  
4. Average acceleration is defined as the change of vehicle speed the moment it begin 
its acceleration after making a stop till it reaches steady speed. Acceleration caused 
by speed change within the movement is not considered. In most cases, vehicles 
are forced to make stops either due to obstruction in front or giving way to vehicles 














































Firstly, the steady travel speed is taken as 8 km/h. Secondly, the acceleration time 
is taken as 10 seconds, based on values derived from other established urban 
driving cycles like US 75, Sydney cycle, Improved European cycle and Hong 
Kong cycle, (Tong, 2000). Even though the mentioned driving cycles are not the 
mean for a car park, it is still accepted. This is because, in car parks where traffic 
flow is more likely to be subject to disruptions, chances are low for the acceleration 
time to be longer than the value taken from open road. As such, the average 
acceleration could be defined as 0.222 m/s2 based on above two parameters.  
4. Average deceleration is defined as 0.444 m/s/s, twice the average acceleration. 
This assumption is made from observations in the car park that the vehicles are 
often forced to make frequent sudden stops due to obstructions from front or 
parking vehicles.  
 
Eventually, a driving cycle called two-minute driving cycle is developed. Figure 3.3 
presented the speed time profile of the cycle. Detail descriptions are given in Table 3.1. 
From Figure 3.3, the calculated travel distance in 94 seconds is140 m, equivalent to the 
mean travel distance of the car park understudy. For simplicity in emission tests, the 
travel time is extended to 120 seconds. This driving cycle is representative of typical 
vehicle movements with several stops inside car park during peak hours. The influence 
of traffic flow pattern and driver behaviors are actually embedded in the engine-
operating time obtained through traffic analysis of the car park understudy. 
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    Figure 3.3: Two-minute driving cycle 
 
Table 3.1: Descriptions of two-minute driving cycle 
Timing Description 
0-10 seconds Moving in after ticket booth (moving out from parking lot) 
10-25 seconds Cruising at constant speed 
25-30 seconds Deceleration 
30-35 seconds Stop 1 
35-45 seconds Acceleration 
45-70 seconds Cruising at constant speed 
70-75 seconds Deceleration 
75-80 seconds Stop 2 
80-90 seconds Acceleration 
90-110 seconds Cruising at constant speed 
110-115 seconds Deceleration 
115-120 seconds Stop for parking (stop at ticket booth) 
Note: Descriptions in bracket denoted as operating characteristics of leaving stage 




The next driving cycle is called one-minute driving cycle where vehicles are presumed 
moving smoothly without stopping in between. This is to investigate the influence of 
different driving patterns on exhaust emissions. This cycle is likely to exist during off-
peak hours or in the car park with smooth traffic flow. Figure 3.4 illustrates the speed-
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 Figure 3.4: One-minute driving cycle 
 
Table 3.2: Descriptions of one-minute driving cycle 
Timing Description 
0-10 seconds Move in from ticket booth. (move out from parking lot)   
10-50 seconds Cruising at constant speed  
50-55 seconds Deceleration when approaching parking lot  
55-60 seconds Stop for parking. (stop at ticket booth) 
Note: Descriptions in bracket denoted as operating characteristics of leaving stage 




3.5 Sample Vehicle Selection 
 
A passenger car is selected to represent local vehicle population. Passenger cars make-
up about 60% of Singapore’s total vehicle population and thus are the main users in 
underground car parks. In this selection process, three characteristics namely engine 
capacity, age and make will be considered.  From the data published on vehicle 
statistics by Land Transport Authority Singapore for the period between 1998 and 
2000, about 80% of the passenger car engine rating ranges from 1001 to 2000cc. The 
median rating is assumed to be 1500cc. 
For age distribution of passenger cars as at 31st December 2000, about 45% of 
passenger car’s age is below 5 years, with 25% alone just below two years. The 
balance ranges from above five years to twenty years and above. As such, the largest 
population group is the passenger cars that are less than two years old. This is also the 
median age of about 45% of the whole population. 
The most popular brand of passenger car in the local market during the same period is 
Toyota brand from Japan. It constitutes about 16.5% of the total sales. From the above 
facts, a 1999 model Toyota 1600cc is picked as the test vehicle, since there is no 
1500cc model available in the local market. 
 
3.6 Experimental Setup and Procedures 
 
The complete experimental study was done at Emission and Fleet Test Division, 
Engineering and Engine Test Department, Research and Technology Institute, 
Petroleum Authority of Thailand. The test facilities consist of two main components, 
chassis dynamometer (AC type) and exhaust emission analyzer, also known as 
constant volume sampling (CVS); it adopts a testing principle similar to European and 




Japan Cycle in determining exhaust emission rates for urban driving (There is no 
similar test facility in Singapore). Brief descriptions of the test vehicle, road-load 
simulation data and test fuel specifications are in Appendix A. 
 
3.6.1 Exhaust Emission Sampling System (CVS) 
 
The sampling of the exhaust gas produced by the test vehicle is performed using a 
Constant Volume Sampling (CVS). The sampling is based on constant total volume 
principle ( totalairgasext VVV =+. ). Figure 3.5 illustrates the schematic diagram of the 
experimental setup. 
During sampling, exhaust gas total volume collected from the test vehicle will be 
pumped through a dilution tunnel using a positive displacement pump (PDP). This 
pump has a pumping capacity distinctly higher than the maximum exhaust gas 
volumetric flow rate of the engine at full load. The volume difference between the 
exhaust gas volumetric flow rate and the pumping capacity is made up by sucking 
filtered ambient air into the dilution tunnel mixing it with the exhaust gas. The exhaust 
gas is thus diluted and mixed in continuously changing ratios.  
The use of diluted exhaust gas with ambient air instead of raw exhaust had made the 
sampling became more realistic since the exhaust gas from vehicles on the car park is 
also instantly diluted when it leaves the tail pipe. Furthermore, any possible chemical 
reactions caused by contact between the exhaust gas components and the ambient air is 
thus taken into account. Also, the dew point of the water vapour formed during 
combustion in the engine can be reduced so that condensation of this component 
(water) can be avoided during sampling. Figure 3.6 presented the detailed arrangement 
of a dilution tunnel as part of the complete setup. 








Figure 3.6: Dilution of the raw exhaust gas in a dilution tunnel 
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Subsequently, the sampling of diluted exhaust gases into bags is performed through 
continuously drawing off a partial stream out of the dilution tunnels after proper 
mixing. (The homogeneity of the exhaust gas – air mixture is a requirement for proper 
sampling into the bags.) The gas is then emptied through exhaust gas analyzers to 
measure the concentrations of the respective components. This total volume together 
with the concentration allows the calculation of the mass of an exhaust emission 
component and of the fuel consumption as well. The air volume has to be measured as 
a function of time simultaneously with the other respective parameters. Figure 3.7 
illustrates the principle of collecting gaseous exhaust components in a sample bag. 
Figure 3.7: Principle of collecting gaseous exhaust components into sample bag 
 
Simultaneously, parameters such as temperature and volume of exhaust per driving 
cycle, fuel consumption in kilometer per liter, distance travel per test cycle are also 
recorded during the test. The exhaust emissions at idling stage also will be measured 
separately in addition to the two driving cycles. 
Isokinetic sampling














3.6.2 Experimental Conditions 
 
During the test, ambient air temperature and relative humidity were control at about 
320C and 70 to 80% respectively, close to actual underground car park environmental 
conditions. Before the test, the test vehicle will be warm-up until the engine oil reaches 
constant temperature at around 1000C. 
 
3.6.3 Experimental Procedures 
 
There are two driving cycles and one idling stage to be tested. The first cycle is a two-
minute driving cycle with test time of 120 seconds. The second cycle is one-minute 
driving cycle with 60 seconds test time. Emission measurement of idling stage is 
carried out with hot idling engine. Total of 6 tests will be carried out during 15 test 
days with individual driving cycle having 3 tests each. The two cycles were each too 
short for the collection of a particulate sample large enough to be determined 
accurately by weighing. In consequence, each test cycle was repeated a number of 
times to give a larger sample. The test time of each driving cycle is set as 600 seconds 
where the repetition of two-minute and one-minute test cycle are five and ten cycles, 
respectively. The details are shown in Appendix A. 
The mass emission measured in each test cycle indicates the mass of each gas 
component per driving test cycle. In other words, it means, when whoever is driving 
with those cycles the mass emission of the gas components will be shown as it should 
be for those driving cycles. The concentration of gases at idling is also measured by 
direct measurement. The exhaust from tailpipe was directly passed through each 
analyzer so it was not diluted with ambient air. 




3.7 Exhaust Emissions Measurement Results and Discussion 
 
Measurement results of exhaust emission components under various operating 
conditions will be analyzed and discussed here. This is followed by the determination 
of vehicle average carbon monoxide emission rate. The detail test results are presented 
in Appendix B. 
 
3.7.1 Carbon Monoxide Emission Rate  
 
As presented in Table 3.3, the measured carbon monoxide emission rates for the two-
minute and one-minute driving cycles are 1.02 g/km and 0.35 g/km, respectively.  
 
Table 3.3: Carbon monoxide average emission rate of two driving cycles 
Type of Driving Cycle Emission Rate, g/km 
Two-minute cycle  1.02 
One-minute cycle  0.35 
 
It is observed that the value for the two-minute driving cycle is about 3 times higher 
than for the one-minute driving cycle. This is indicative of the impact of the different 
traffic pattern on the emission rate. Smoother traffic flow without or with minimum 
disruptions is less polluting. In theory, traffic pattern with more stops, or with more 
acceleration, deceleration and idling mode is producing higher emission. These results 
also agree well with other studies which had concluded that acceleration and 
deceleration modes were more polluting than steady-speed driving mode, especially at 








3.7.2 Total Hydrocarbons, Oxide of Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide Emission Rate 
 
Table 3.4 shows the measured emission rates of other components such as total 
hydrocarbons, oxide of nitrogen and carbon dioxide for the two driving cycles.  
 
Table 3.4: Total hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen and carbon dioxide average 
emissions 








Two-minute cycle  0.040 0.017 367.020 
One-minute cycle  0.010 0.010 333.420 
 
Total hydrocarbons emission of two-minute driving cycle is about 4 times more than 
the one-minute driving cycle. While for oxides of nitrogen and carbon dioxide, the 
emission for the two-minute driving cycle is approximately 41% and 10% more than 
that for the one-minute driving cycle. On the whole, the two-minute driving cycle 
emits more pollutants than the one-minute driving cycle in terms of carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, oxides of nitrogen and total hydrocarbons. That may be attributed to 
the travel pattern that consists of stops, acceleration and deceleration modes, which are 
more polluting than steady-speed driving modes. This indicates the important of 











3.7.3 Carbon Monoxide Emission Rate under Different Operating Conditions 
 
Figure 3.8 shows the measured carbon monoxide emission rate under slow moving and 
idling conditions.   
 
 
Figure 3.8: Carbon Monoxide emission rate of different operating conditions 
 
In the slow moving stage, where the movement is represented by the one-minute or 
two-minute driving cycle, carbon monoxide emission in terms of mass per unit time 
(grams/sec) of similar driving cycle is greater when vehicle average travel speed is 
higher. This may be attributed to longer distance covered within the same duration 
with higher travel speed. 
It is observed that the overall carbon monoxide emission rate during the idling mode is 
much higher than during the slow moving mode. It contributes about 80% and 60% 



































and 15 km/h, respectively. For the one-minute driving cycle, the idling mode emission 
is about 93% and 87% more, respectively.  
It is also noted from Figure 3.8, that the idling mode is more polluting than the slow 
moving mode. This may be attributed to its ultra rich air-fuel ratio of (11:1) (Borneo 
Motors. 2001) as compare to the computed value of about (15.92:1) for slow moving 
mode, which is closer to typical gasoline fuel stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (15.26:1). In 
theory, a higher carbon monoxide emission is observed when air-fuel ratio is lower 
than stoichiometric ratio (Michael Plint and Anthony Mantyr, 1999). This partly 
explains why higher emission is observed in the idling mode as compared to slow 
moving mode in this case. Again, this result indicates the importance of maintaining a 
smooth traffic flow with minimum idling stage in order to lower the exhaust emission 
rate.  
 
3.8 Determination of Average Carbon Monoxide Emission Rate 
 
Vehicle carbon monoxide emission rate in terms of mass per car (grams per car), AveE  
is determined by consolidating the emission rate of each individual operating 
characteristic discussed earlier through equation defined below:  
 AveE   =   Entering/Leaving Stage + Slow Moving Stage + Parking Stage 




    (3.1) 
 
In this case, the entering or leaving stage emission rate is taken as idling stage value, as 
it mainly consist of idling mode with drastic acceleration and deceleration movements 
in a very short period. Similarly, for the parking stage, the rapid change of movement 




is considered to be more polluting than the slow moving stage. Hence, the idling stage 
emission value is also taken as an approximation for the emission rate during parking. 
In addition, its highly variable and drastic movement in a very short time frame also 
made the driving cycle modeling become more complex.  




×=           (3.2) 
 
where, DCE  is the emission rate (grams/km) obtained either from the two-minute or 
one-minute driving cycle. Selection of specific driving cycle depends on likely traffic 
volume in terms of occupancy rate in car park. 
From the distribution of speed study in parking facilities (William Young. 1988), the 
vehicle average travel speed, V , is assumed to be 15 km/h. 
The average entering or leaving time ct  is about 28 seconds, from field measurements 
of 500 vehicles in the car park. The average parking time parkt  is about 20 seconds, 
from field study on 10 local car parks (Ng L N, 2000). The average engine operating 
time opt of the car parks are about 70 seconds during off peak hours. It is 95 seconds 
during peak hours as discussed earlier.  
From the above parameters, the vehicle average carbon monoxide emission rate, AveE  
is estimated at about 0.60 and 0.85 grams per car for off peak and peak hour 
respectively. The results will be compared with those based on idling stage emission 
rate alone, as well as with data derived from ASHRAE as presented in Figure 3.9. As 
observed, the average carbon monoxide emission rates based on idling stage alone is 
about two times higher than the experimental values derived from the combination of 
different operating characteristics by Equation (4.1). This result revealed that the 




emission rate based on idling mode alone, as performed by other studies (W K Chow 
1996, Alexander R. Stankunas et al., 1980 and Ball and Campbell 1973) are likely to 































    Figure 3.9: Comparison of different vehicle average carbon monoxide emission rates 
 
To date, ASHRAE data is probably the only published data on carbon monoxide 
emission rate in car park (ASHRAE Handbook, 1996). Its value published in 1996 is 
approximately three to six times higher than the experimental value as shown in Figure 
3.9. In this case, ASHRAE data probably over-estimated the concentration level for the 
car park under study. This may be attributed to its modeling factors such as traffic 
populations, traffic pattern, climate condition and others that are significantly different 
from the condition here. In addition, the model was actually developed in late 80s, 
where certain important factors such as the regulatory emission rate has changed 




tremendously after that. For instance, emission rate predicted has decreased by about 
85% for the period between 1985 and 1996 (ASHRAE Handbook, 1996). As 
concluded, the ASHRAE data may not be suitable for direct adoption for local 
conditions.  





Determination of Vehicle Thermal Energy Emission 
 
It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that vehicles dissipate a substantial amount of heat into 
the car park ambient. The heat comes from two sources, internal engine combustion 
process while the vehicles are moving as well as from the cooling down process of hot 
surfaces when the vehicles are parked. In this chapter, measurements and computation 
of these two heat sources will be performed to determine the overall vehicle thermal 
energy emission that is crucial in car park temperature level study.  
During the slow moving stage, from the moment a vehicle enters the car park till it is 
completely parked, heat is dissipated by the following means: 
1. Convection and radiation thermal energy emission from hot surfaces. 
2. Exhaust gases at tailpipe. 
3. Engine cooling system. 
Similarly, a vehicle with idling engine is also emitting heat in a similar manner. But, 
when the vehicle is parked, the amount of heat dissipated depends on parking duration 
as the hot surfaces cool down gradually after the engine is turned off.  A two-hour 
parking duration is assumed, similar to the discussion in Chapter 3 on carbon 
monoxide emission. 
 
4.1 Convection and Radiation Thermal Energy Emission from Hot Surfaces. 
 
 
The hot surfaces of vehicle engine and exhaust system dissipate heat by convection 
and radiation to the surroundings (Michael Plint and Anthony Martyr, 1999). The 




amount becomes significant during the parking stage when the other source of heat 
such as exhaust gases at tailpipe and engine cooling system do not exist. 
 
4.1.1 Identification of Heat Generating Hot Surfaces 
 
The heat generating hot surfaces were identified from a Test Engine in the laboratory 
using surface temperature probe and infrared thermometer. It was repeated on test 
vehicle to include exhaust system at undercarriage. On the whole, the hot surfaces of 
all components can be grouped under engine compartment and exhaust system, 
respectively. In the engine compartment, the surfaces are mainly formed over the 
engine block. The exhaust system consists of the exhaust piping and the auxiliary 
accessories in exhaust system. 
 
4.1.2 Hot Surfaces Modeling and Surface Area Determination 
 
The hot surfaces of different engine components presented a rather complex profile 
and geometry. Hence, an accurate determination of parameters such as heat transfer 
correlation, surface area and rate of thermal energy emission is not an easy task. As an 
approximation, the dimension of each hot surface is being measured manually. Then 
each surface is transformed into a projected flat surface area with approximate 
geometry and orientation such as vertical plate, horizontal plate, cylinder and sphere. 
This simplification approach reduces the complexity of the contour and geometry 
profile of each hot surface. The heat transfer correlation for various shapes is assumed 
in a free stream of fluid. In the case of the engine components the airflow is affected 
by the presence of other components in the neighborhood of the component being 




considered. Inevitably, the above assumptions will affect the accuracy of thermal 
energy emission estimation later. However, it is believed that this is an acceptable 
approach that does not lead to significant errors. The reason for this is that the amount 
of heat generated by convection is not significant as compared to the total vehicle 
thermal energy emission. Typically, it contributes about 5% to 10% of total vehicle 
thermal energy emission (ASHRAE Handbook, 1999 and Gyorgy Sitkei, 1974). 
Hence, good accuracy in adopted heat transfer correlation, surface area and orientation 
is not critical. The various hot surfaces being identified are shown in Appendix C. The 
projected flat area and dimension of each hot surface is illustrated in Appendix D. 
 
4.1.3 Convection Thermal Energy Emission  
 
Convection thermal energy emissions occur when temperature gradient exists between 
hot surface and surroundings. It can either be natural or forced convection heat transfer 
process. In this study, force convection is considered for hot surfaces that are directly 
in the way of airflow induced by engine cooling fan. Airflow induced by ram air 
pressure from the vehicle movement is considered small and will be ignored due to the 
slow travel speed in car parks (Helmut Berneburg and Antonello Cogotti, 1993). For 
the other hot surfaces, natural convection heat transfer process will be considered.  
The procedures involved in hot surface temperature, surrounding air temperature and 
airflow velocity measurement will be discussed in subsequent sections.  
Empirical correlations to represent the convection heat transfer process of each hot 
surface are next considered. Table 4.1 presents the classification of each hot surface, 
the description and types of heat transfer correlation to be used (Max Jacobs, 1964 and 
Lindon C. Thomas, 1980). Subsequently, the relevant variables such as the Grashoff 




Number, Gr (in the case of natural convection), Reynolds Number, Re (in the case of 
forced convection) and Nusselt Number, Nu will be computed. These variables will 
then enable the computation of heat transfer coefficient, h between the hot surfaces and 
surroundings according to equation, 
L
hkNu =           (4.1) 
 
Convection thermal energy emission to surrounding is determined by, 
( )∞−= TThAQ sconv          (4.2) 
 
where sT  and ∞T  is hot surface and surrounding air temperature respectively.  




Table 4.1: Hot surface classification and selected convection heat transfer correlation 
 
No Name of  Component 
Surface  
Classification Correlation 
1 Cylinder Head Top Side Horizontal flat plate, longitudinal flow* Nu = 0.028(Re)
0.80 
2 Cylinder Head Left and Right Side 
Vertical flat plate, 
longitudinal flow * Nu = 0.028(Re)
0.80 
3 Engine Block Front Side Vertical flat plate, normal flow* Nu = 0.228Re
0.731Pr1/3 
4 Engine Block Back Side Vertical flat plate Nu = 0.59(GrL Pr)1/4 
5 Engine Block Left and Right Side  Vertical flat plate Nu = 0.59(GrL Pr)
1/4 
6 Automatic  Transaxle Horizontal cylinder
* Nu = 0.0239Re0.805 
7 Automatic Transaxle Bottom Cover 
Horizontal flat plate, hot 
surface down 
Nu = 0.27(Gr Pr)1/4 
 
8 Engine Oil Sump Left Side Vertical flat plate Nu = 0.59(GrL Pr)
1/4 
9 Engine Oil Sump Front Side Vertical flat plate
* Nu = 0.59(GrL Pr)1/4 
10 Engine Oil Sump Back Side Vertical flat plate
* Nu = 0.59(GrL Pr)1/4 
 11 Engine Oil Sump Bottom Side 
Horizontal flat plate, hot 
surface down Nu = 0.27(Gr Pr)
1/4 
12 Exhaust Manifold Heat Cover (upper side) 
Horizontal flat plate, 
longitudinal flow Nu = 0.028(Re)
0.80 
13 Exhaust Manifold Heat Cover (lower side) 
Vertical flat plate, normal 
flow Nu = 0.228Re
0.731Pr1/3 
14 Alternator Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
15 Converter Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
16 Silencer Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
17 Muffler Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
18 Upper Takedown Pipe Left and Right Side Horizontal cylinder 
Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)1/4 
 
19 Lower Takedown Pipe Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
20 Tailpipe Horizontal cylinder Nu = 0.53(Gr Pr)
1/4 
 
Note: * component undergoes forced convection 




4.1.4 Radiation Thermal Energy Emission  
 
For hot surfaces fully surrounded either by other surface or vehicle body, radiation 
heat transfer occurs when temperature gradient exists. For those surfaces exposed to 
car park ambient, radiation heat exchange between the surface and car park wall is 
assumed. Car park walls are assumed at thermal equilibrium with the ambient. But, if a 
surface is encompassed by both vehicle body and ambient, for instance the exhaust 
system at undercarriage, the total surface area will be divided equally for each process.  
The radiation thermal energy emission is determined by equation, 
( )424112 TTFAQrad −= εσ         (4.3) 
 
The emisivity, ε of hot surfaces is taken as 0.9, a typical value for machinery, while 
the shape factor 12F  is assumed as 1.0 for all the components (Michael Plint and 
Anthony Martyr, 1999).   
   
4.1.5 Experimental Setup 
 
The experiments deal with the surface temperature, air temperature and airflow 
velocity measurements. The surface and air temperature are measured under slow 
moving, idling stage and parking stage. Airflow velocity measurement is for the idling 
stage without ram air effect by vehicle movement. All measurements are conducted on 








4.1.5.1 Surface Temperature Measurements 
 
Surface temperature measurement covers the hot surfaces as well as the portion of 
vehicle body encompassing each surface. Type K thermocouple with temperature 
ranges from 0 to 1250 0C is used for higher hot surface temperature like exhaust 
system. For lower hot surface temperatures in the engine compartment, Type T 
thermocouple with temperature ranges from 0 to 350 0C is used. All thermocouples are 
calibrated against master thermometer in hot water bath. 
Each beaded thermocouple wire is attached onto the surfaces by high temperature 
cement; a zircon base, two part ceramic cement which is commonly used for 
cementing fine beaded thermocouples in place on metal surfaces. After that, the 
thermocouple bead and its insulated wire are secured onto the vehicle body using high 
temperature tape to prevent it from dropping off during vehicle movement. 
For each hot surface, there will be a minimum of two measuring points unless it is too 
small or not possible due to space constraints. A total 54 surface thermocouples were 
connected to the data loggers fitted inside vehicle passenger compartment. The 
measuring positions of each hot surface are shown in Appendix D. 
 
4.1.5.2 Air Temperature Measurements 
 
The air temperature around the hot surfaces is measured using thermocouples mounted 
as shown in Figure 4.1. It is shielded from direct radiation induced by the hot surface 
underneath it. A total 41 thermocouples are linked to the data loggers located at vehicle 
passenger compartment. The total thermocouple requires is lesser than surface 




temperature measurement, because in certain situations a single air temperature 
measurement point is sufficient.   
Figure 4.1: Thermocouple wire setup for air temperature measurement 
 
4.1.5.3 Air Velocity Measurements 
 
Both ram air pressure and cooling fan induces airflow through engine compartment. A 
large portion of cooling air after flowing across the radiator will move on towards the 
front of the engine block and discharge into ambient through openings underneath the 
engine compartment. The balance will flow across the engine top part towards the 
engine back and eventually discharge through opening under the engine compartment. 
The airflow inside engine compartment is highly turbulent and complex due to the 
complex geometry and compact arrangement inside the engine compartment.  
In this case, only airflow velocity induced by cooling fan will be measured under the 
idling stage. Ram air is only significant under high-speed range that is not likely to 
exist inside car park (Helmut Berneburg and Antonello Cogotti, 1993). The 
measurement is limited to the space between engine block top part and bonnet, where 
cooling airflow carries a significant amount of heat away.  
The whole measurement area is sub-divided into numerous grid points. At each 









the surfaces and bonnet. A mean value based on three separate readings is computed 
for each grid points. Subsequently, the arithmetic mean of all measuring point values 
will determine the average airflow velocity across that hot surface. Measurements are 
carried out using velocity probe (hot wire type) with measurement range from 0 to 20 
m/s. Figure 4.2 presents the setting up of measuring grid points and the instruments 
arrangement. 
Figure 4.2: Air velocity measurement set-up. 
 
4.1.6 Test Procedures 
 
1. The test vehicle in the workshop was warmed up for about one hour until the 
engine oil temperature reaches the level of 90 to 100 0C, to ensure the engine hot 
surfaces temperature reach steady state. 
2. The journey to the car park under study take about 20 to 25 minutes under a typical 
urban average travel speed of about 50 to 60 km/h (Solomon et al., 1986 and 




Crowley, 1980). The purpose is to simulate the vehicle driving behaviour before 
entering car park.  
3. The test vehicle moved into the car park under normal driving condition. It was 
driven around at between 8 and 12 km/h for about two minutes. Both hot surface 
and air temperatures were recorded during this period. 
4. The test vehicle was then parked at a randomly selected lot with engine idling for 
about ten minutes. Both hot surface and air temperatures were recorded. 
5. At the end of ten minutes, engine will be switched off. But the recording of 
measurements will continue for the next two hours to simulate the parking stage. 
6. The above procedures were repeated for two more rounds with identical set-up and 
driving condition but on different date and timing to obtain a total three sets of 
data. 
 
4.2 Thermal Energy Emission due to Exhaust Gas at Tailpipe 
 
Vehicle tailpipe exhaust gas temperature is normally higher than inlet air (ambient) 
temperature and is related to the engine load. Hence, there is thermal energy emission 





 +=        (4.4) 
 
By assuming the specific heat, pC  value of exhaust gas as air value, then the above 
equation can be written as: 






 += ..         (4.5) 
 
In Equation (4.5), T∆  is temperature gradient between inlet ambient air and tailpipe 
gas. Parameters like tailpipe exhaust gas temperature, air and fuel mass flow rate are 
highly variable. An accurate in situ field measurement is difficult to accomplish. The 
measurements require sophisticated instruments under well controled environment. As 
such, fuel mass flow rate and tailpipe gas temperature will be measured simultaneously 
with exhaust emission during driving cycle test conducted in the laboratory as 
discussed in the preceding chapter. From the relative composition of the measured 
exhaust combustion products, ambient air mass flow rate can be determined using 
mass balance principal from the combustion equation (Tong et al. 2000). 
 
4.3 Thermal Energy Emission due to Engine Cooling System 
 
Cooling airflow of vehicle engine cooling system is generated from the ram effect due 
to vehicle motion and/or the fan operation. It passes through radiator, cooling air fan, 
and other components by removing the rejected heat from vehicle engine to the 
surroundings. Over the years, many theoretical and experimental studies have proved 
that the radiator heat dissipation capacity is strongly influenced by the airflow rate and 
temperature of the cooling air passing through the radiator (Xintai Chang et al. 1991).  
Typically, cooling airflow behaviour is governed by factors such as cooling airflow 
passage geometry and dimension, passage fluid flow resistance, fan performance 
characteristics, ambient conditions and vehicle operating conditions. The first three 
factors are fixed by manufacturer’s design specifications and remain constant so long 
as selected test vehicle is representative of whole vehicle population. The ambient 




conditions depend on car park environment, which can be considered consistent in 
terms of ambient temperature and pressure for local car parks. As for vehicle operating 
conditions, ram air effect from slow movement has only little impact on cooling 
airflows. As such, the significant influence on the airflow will be the cooling fan 
operation.   
Owing to the complex flow pattern and the interactive factors that have impact on the 
cooling airflow behaviour, both the analytical and experimental study are rather 
complex and precise quantification is difficult. To-date, one of the experimental set-
ups used to investigate the volumetric airflow rate and velocity distribution of the 
cooling package is called “Aerodynamic Test Radiator” developed by Helmut 
Bernburg and Antonello Cogotti (1993) in Europe. For this purpose, the so called “Test 
Radiator” is a re-constructed actual size model complete with vehicle front-end 
opening, cooling fan and radiator as per actual installation. Air vanes of small diameter 
are used to measure the air velocity distribution and, the cooling airflow volume is 
determined by integrating these velocities over the radiator core.  
In this study, it is proposed to perform the measurements on an actual vehicle since it 
only involves cooling air volumetric flow measurement without having to consider 
other factors such as vehicle front-end opening layout on the airflow distribution and 
behavior. However, some minor modifications need to be done to suit the present 
condition. One of them is the use of the air velocity measurement probe that is also 
able to detect directional flow instead of original small diameter air vanes, due to space 
constraints between the radiator and condenser. The condenser (of the vehicle’s 
radiator and air conditioner) actually acts as a flow straightener that makes the velocity 
probe or the vanes becomes more effective. Another adjustment is the airflow 
measurement will be at the front instead of the backside of radiator core; thus pressure 




drop across the radiator shall be included in the computation of results later. A sketch 
of this arrangement is shown in Figure 4.3. 
The measurement is performed under idling stage without ram air effect. The radiator 
front side is divided into many equal sizes of small areas (approximately 50x50 mm) 
for the measurement of local airflow velocity. The velocity-measuring probe is first 
traversed vertically and later moved horizontally from one vertical section to the other. 
A total 90 points of local airflow velocity measurement will be performed. Each 
reading was sampled every twenty seconds and ten readings were taken at each 
position. The mean airflow velocity across the radiator core is determined by equal 
area method based on the mean local airflow velocity of each measuring position. 
The cooling air volumetric flow rate is calculated by multiplying the mean airflow 
velocity with the radiator core area. A 15% drop due to pressure loss across the 
radiator is taken into consideration based on typical compact heat exchanger used in 
vehicular installation (Helmut Berneburg and Antonello Cogotti, 1993). The cooling 
air mass flow rate is determined by equation, 
airra VAm ρ85.0
. =          (4.6) 
 
The thermal energy emission is determined by equation, 
( )inletoutpacoolingair TTCmQ −= .         (4.7) 
 
The inlet temperature inletT is taken as car park ambient temperature. The cooling fan 
outlet air temperature outT  is the mean value of three measuring points located at outlet 
measured under slow moving and idling stage. 
 















4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Surface and Surrounding Air Temperature   
 
The measured surface and surrounding air temperatures were recorded and would be 
discussed according to following operating characteristics: 
 
1. Slow moving and idling stage 
In the slow moving stage, twenty readings each for the surface and air temperature 
were recorded at constant intervals over two minutes. The observed surface 
temperature is nearly constant throughout the period, partly due to the steady engine 
load under very low travel speed condition. For air temperature, slight fluctuations 
were noticed, probably due to the nature of air property itself that is highly sensitive to 
external factors change like ambient temperature, pressures, humidity and travel 
direction. The mean value of each measuring point is taken as the arithmetic mean of 
the entire set of readings weighted by number of intervals. 
For the idling stage, ninety-three readings each for the surface and air temperature 
were recorded at constant intervals over ten minutes. Both surface and air temperature 
declines initially (first three minutes) but attain constant values throughout the 
remaining period. The mean of each measuring point is taken as time-weighted 
average of the entire set of readings after accounting for the declining temperature 
profile at initial stage. 
Based on the data collected from three separate tests, only minor deviations were 
observed. Hence, the mean value of each measuring point can be taken as the 
arithmetic mean of all the three sets of data. If the surface has more than one 
measuring point, the mean value of each measuring point was then averaged again to 




determine a final representative mean value for that particular surface. Mean surface 
and air temperature of each surface are tabulated in Appendix E and F. 
The engine compartment mean surface temperature is about 84.8 0C and 82.1 0C for 
slow moving and idling stage, respectively. These values are at lower side of typical 
internal combustion engines temperature that ranges from 82.0 0C to 150.0 0C since the 
test vehicle operates under an extremely low load condition (ASHRAE Handbook, 
1995). For exhaust system, the corresponding value is about 152.9 0C and 142.6 0C for 
the slow moving and idling stage, respectively.  
The mean air temperature of engine compartment is about 71.8 0C and 69.7 0C for both 
operating characteristics. The mean air temperature surrounding the exhaust system is 
about 64.3 0C and 68.0 0C for the slow moving and idling stage, respectively.  
 
2. Parking stage 
The engine compartment hot surfaces temperature declines gradually to about 50 0C 
after two hours. While the exhaust system hot surfaces temperature declines drastically 
to ambient level after two hours.  
The surrounding air temperature for engine compartment surfaces that exposed to 
ambient declines gradually to the ambient air temperature after two hours. For the 
surfaces that confined within the engine compartment, the surrounding air temperature 
is about 50 0C after two hours, which is higher than the ambient air temperature.  
The hot surface and air temperature data obtained from separate tests are very close. 
That means they are independent of other external factors so long as the driving 
condition before and during parking stage remained constant. The mean of each 
measuring point is calculated from the arithmetic mean of all the three sets data. If the 
surface has more than one measuring point, the mean of all measuring points will be 




averaged again to obtain a final mean value. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the mean surface 
and air temperature profile of some major hot surfaces over parking duration.  
Figure 4.4: Mean surface temperature of main components over parking duration 
 


























































4.4.2 Air Velocity  
 
The measured airflow velocities across the hot surfaces are tabulated in Table 4.2 as 
below: 
Table 4.2: Mean airflow velocity of some hot surfaces 
No Hot surface Mean airflow velocity (m/s) 
1 Cylinder head top side                    0.90 
2 Cylinder head left and right side                    0.31 
3 Engine block front side                    1.88 
4 Automatic Transaxle                    2.31 
5 Exhaust manifold heat cover (upper side)                    1.21 
6 Exhaust manifold heat cover (lower side)                    1.85 
 
The measured airflow velocity ranges from 0.9 to 2.31 m/s. It is to be noted that the 
values are only approximations as precise measurement of airflow velocity across a 
particular hot surface is almost impossible due to its complex geometry and highly 
compact environment of the engine compartment. 
 
4.4.3 Convection Thermal Energy Emission  
 
1. Slow moving and idling stage 
The computed convection thermal energy emission of each hot surface under slow 
moving and idling stage are presented in Table 4.3. The sum of all the hot surfaces is 
about 1427.57 W and 1010.24 W respectively, where slow moving stage is about 30 % 
higher. That means larger heat load will lead to more thermal energy emission. On the 
whole, the exhaust system constitutes about 85 % of the total losses with tailpipe the 




largest contributor, which alone accounts for about 33 % and 36 % of the total amount 
in each stage, respectively. 
 
Table 4.3: Calculated convection thermal energy emission of each hot surface 







1 Cylinder head top side           5.09          6.85 
2 Cylinder head left and right side           0.76          1.06 
3 Engine block front side         46.04        41.84 
4 Engine block back side           9.60        11.10 
5 Engine block left and right side           1.18          3.30 
6 Automatic transaxle         57.00        37.81 
7 Automatic transaxle bottom cover           0.74          1.06 
8 Engine oil sump left side           1.32          1.25 
9 Engine oil sump front side           2.48          2.20 
10 Engine oil sump back side           1.93          2.48 
11 Engine oil sump bottom side           0.97          0.77 
12 Exhaust manifold heat upper cover            6.59          4.39 
13 Exhaust manifold heat lower cover         44.87        35.77 
14 Alternator           9.36          7.69 
15 Converter         45.71        35.06 
16 Silencer         36.35        23.54 
17 Muffler         85.70        42.05 
18 Upper takedown pipe left side       144.72      116.17 
19 Upper takedown pipe right side       106.38        83.78 
20 Lower takedown pipe       343.43      185.18 
21 Tailpipe       477.35      365.89 










2. Parking stage 
When the vehicle is parked with the engine turned off, convection thermal energy 
emission is a function of parking duration as the hot surfaces cool down. Figure 4.6 
presents the convection thermal loss profile of engine compartment and exhaust 
system. As observed, exhaust system surfaces cool down more quickly with more than 
80 % of its losses occur within the first half-hour. On the other hand, engine 
compartment surfaces cool down more gradually, and less significant as a whole. It can 
be concluded that the exhaust system with higher surface temperature, exposed to 
ambient and having substantial surface area is the main contributor. 































4.4.4 Radiation Thermal Energy Emission 
 
1. Slow moving and idling stage 
Hot surfaces radiation thermal energy emission for slow moving and idling stage were 
calculated and presented in Table 4.4. The computed sum is 2565.91 W and 2227.06 
W with slow moving at about 13 % higher. The exhaust system surfaces at larger 
temperature gradient accounted for about 80 % of the total losses. Again, the tailpipe 
alone contributed about 67 % and 63 % of the total value for both operating 
characteristics.  
Table 4.4: Calculated radiation thermal energy emission of each hot surface 







1 Cylinder head top side          31.58         29.74 
2 Cylinder head left and right side          19.82         19.02 
3 Engine block front side          32.90         29.65 
4 Engine block back side          64.91         62.22 
5 Engine block left and right side          70.01         67.66 
6 Automatic transaxle        145.99       148.28 
7 Automatic transaxle bottom cover          22.25         21.95 
8 Engine oil sump left side            7.86           7.57 
9 Engine oil sump front side          11.28         10.61 
10 Engine oil sump back side          12.45         11.63 
11 Engine oil sump bottom side          22.05         20.78 
12 Exhaust manifold heat upper cover           19.79         15.52 
13 Exhaust manifold heat lower cover           16.21         12.40 
14 Alternator          56.79         57.19 
15 Converter          82.65         86.13 
16 Silencer          76.42         86.42 
17 Muffler        151.10       142.28 
18 Lower takedown pipe        813.55       615.91 
19 Tailpipe        908.32       782.13 
 Total      2565.91     2227.06 




2. Parking stage  
Hot surfaces radiation thermal energy emission is also a function of parking duration 
as the engine cools down. From Figure 4.7, exhaust system surfaces cool down quickly 
within the first half-hour. The cooling process in the engine compartment is more 
gradual with a less significant amount of heat emission. On the whole, the exhaust 
system accounted for about 80% of the total losses. 
Figure 4.7: Radiation thermal energy emission of hot surfaces over parking duration 
 
4.4.5 Tailpipe Exhaust Gas Thermal Energy Emission 
 
Vehicle tailpipe exhaust gas thermal energy emission is estimated by Equation (4.5). 
The measured tailpipe exhaust gas temperature, laboratory ambient temperature and 
fuel mass flow rate during emission tests are presented in Table 4.5. The air mass flow 

























the combustion products and fuel consumption rate measured during the laboratory 
testing. Detail calculations are presented in Appendix G. 
By assuming the specific heat, Cp value of exhaust gas as 1.014 kJ/(kg.0C), the 
computed thermal energy emission is about 340 W. This value is representative of 
thermal energy emission by exhaust gas at tailpipe during slow moving stage. As an 
approximation, it is also applicable for idling stage since its engine load is very close 
to that of the slow moving stage. 
 
Table 4.5: Tailpipe gas and laboratory ambient temperature, fuel and air mass flow rate  
 
No Driving test cycle 
Exhaust gases 











1 Two minute cycle 126.7 0.000209 0.003323 31.7 
2 One minute cycle 126.1 0.000211 0.003353 31.9 
 Average 126.4 0.000210 0.003338 31.8 
 
4.4.6 Engine Cooling System Thermal Energy Emission  
 
The measured local airflow velocity profile across radiator core front side is presented 
in Figure 4.8. It is noted that higher local airflow velocity is concentrated at area 
between column 6 and 10 where cooling fan is located. The values range from 1.00 to 
2.90 m/s. The local airflow velocity of the remaining parts is rather low with values 









 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 
R1 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 1* 4* 4* 5* 6* 
R2 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 3* 3* 3* 4* 3* 
R3 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 5* 6* 6* 6* 
R4 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 5* 6* 5* 6* 
R5 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 6* 6* 6* 6* 
R6 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 6* 7* 7* 7* 
R7 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 7* 7* 7* 7* 
R8 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 2* 7* 7* 7* 5* 
R9 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 1* 7* 7* 7* 3* 
 
1* 0.00 – 0.20 m/s 4* 1.01 – 1.50 m/s 
2* 0.21 – 0.50 m/s 5* 1.51 – 2.00 m/s 
3* 0.51 – 1.00 m/s 6* 2.01 – 2.50 m/s 
  7* 2.51 – 3.00 m/s 
 
Figure 4.8: The measured local airflow velocity profile across the radiator core 
 
Mean airflow velocity across the radiator core is calculated as 0.92 m/s by equal area 
method. The estimated volumetric airflow is about 0.21 m3/s. The measured cooling 
fan discharge air average temperature is about 64 0C and 59 0C for slow moving and 
idling stage respectively. The car park ambient temperature is taken as 33 0C from field 
measurement. The estimated thermal energy emission by Equation (4.7) is about 5800 
W and 4900 W for slow moving and idling stage, respectively.  
 
4.4.7 Vehicle Total Thermal Energy Emission  
 
1. Slow moving and idling stage 
Vehicle thermal energy emission for each component is computed and presented in 
Table 4.6 and 4.7. 
















Engine compartment        187.1        533.9 -      721.0        7.1 
Exhaust system      1239.6      2032.0        340.0     3611.7      35.6 
Subtotal      1426.7      2565.9        340.0 - - 
Cooling system - - -     5800.0      57.3 
   Total  10132.6  
 
Table 4.7: Total thermal energy emission of idling stage 










Engine compartment        158.6        514.2 -      672.8       8.0 
Exhaust system        851.7      1712.9        340.0    2864.5     34.0 
Subtotal      1010.2      2227.1        340.0    3537.3 - 
Cooling system - - -    4900.0     58.0 
   Total    8437.3  
 
For slow moving stage, the cooling system alone carries away about 57.3% of total 
thermal energy emission. While the exhaust system will take another 35.6% and 
balance 7.1% is from the engine compartment. When the vehicle is idling, thermal 
losses by the cooling system, exhaust system and engine compartment are in the 
proportion of 58%, 34% and 8%, respectively. The proportions are close to slow 
moving stage. 
The calculated total thermal losses of slow moving and idling vehicle are 
approximately 10132.6 W and 8437.3 W, respectively. 
As discussed in earlier sections, larger engine load will produce more heat with higher 
fuel consumption rate. However, the difference observed is not significant due to low 
travel speed. More importantly, these results fulfilled the objective of this study by 




showing that a vehicle when moving in a local car park would produce thermal 
discharge of 10132.6 W and 8437.3 W if it were idling. 
 
2. Parking stage 
The rate of vehicle total thermal energy emission as a function of parking duration 
based on the combined convection and radiation loss is presented in Figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.9: Total thermal energy emission rate as a function of parking duration  
 
It can be noticed that the rate of vehicle thermal energy emission is more pronounced 
in first half-hour with only 28% of its initial rate left at the end. After that, it became 
more gradual throughout the remaining one-and-half-hour period. From the plotted 
data, two empirical correlations were established to represent these data as shown in 
Figure 4.8.  
 
Correlation 1 (valid from 0.00 to 1228,50 seconds): 
ttttQ ncorrelatio 87.41091.51072.31010.9
233644
1 −×+×−×= −−−    (4.8) 
 
Correlation 2 (valid from 1228.50 to 7200 seconds): 
0
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 8 0 0 0











y = 9.10E-10t4 – 3.72E-6t3 + 5.91E-3t2 –
Correlation 2: 
y = -4.56E-9t3 + 7.48E-5t2 – 4.49E-1t + 




00.12911049.41048.71056.4 125392 +×−×+×−= −−− ttQ ncorrelatio    (4.9) 
 
Both correlations are useful in estimating the rate of thermal energy emission over the 
two-hour parking duration. The deviations from the measured data only range from 
0.1% and 7.6% with an average of 1.0%. Hence, they are able to predict the thermal 
energy emission rate reasonable well.  
Subsequently, the determination of vehicle total thermal energy emission as a function 
of parking duration is accomplished by the integration of above empirical correlation 
over parking duration as presented in Figure 4.9 together with its fitted line and 2R  
value. As observed from the scatter plot, the data points exhibit a third order 
polynomial trend. An empirical relationship between the vehicle total thermal energy 
emission and parking duration is then established as 
1955.00867.0108103 2436 ++×−×= −− tttQparking             (4.10) 
 
The 2R  value represents the variance of the model. The value of 0.9972 showed that 
the empirical relationship established is able to represent the plotted experiment data 
well. Meantime, the y -intercept describes the total thermal energy emission at the 
beginning of parking duration that should be a zero value is observed with a value of 
0.1955. This value is acceptable since it is low.  
The establishment of Equation (4.10) has fulfilled one of the main objectives of this 
study, that is, the quantifying of vehicle thermal energy emission as a function of 
parking duration. 
 




Figure 4.10: Vehicle total thermal energy emission as a function of parking duration 
 
4.4.8 Proportion of Thermal Energy Emission for Difference Operating 
Characteristics  
 
Vehicle movements in car park mainly consist of slow moving and parking stages. 
Hence, attempts were made to better understand the thermal loss contributed by each 
operating characteristic. For this purpose, we assume a vehicle cruising for 120 
seconds and later parked under difference parking duration. The proportion of thermal 
discharged is shown in Figure 4.10.  
Figure 4.11 shows that while that thermal energy emission by moving vehicle is 
unchanged for the cruising duration of 120 seconds, longer parking duration will 
generate higher thermal energy emission. This observation leads to the conclusion that 
in a car park thermal study, a good understanding of thermal loss by individual 
operating characteristic especially parking stage along with the engine operating time 
and parking duration is very important. 
 






















Figure 4.11: Comparison of slow moving and parking stage thermal energy emission 
 
4.5 Result Verification 
 
The validity of measured slow moving stage thermal energy emission is evaluated by 
comparing it against the results derived from empirical correlations as well as data 
directly obtained from published sources. Generally, existing correlations and data are 
meant for fuel consumption rate estimation. However, by knowing the fuel 
consumption rate, vehicle thermal energy emission can then be estimated conveniently 
based on typical thermal efficiency of internal combustion engines that are already 
well defined by numerous reputable sources as discussed in Chapter 2. The fuel 
consumption rates are related to number of factors such as vehicle weight, engine 
displacement, travel characteristics and traffic condition.  
Two empirical relationships developed in Europe are based on urban driving condition 
(an average speed of 18.8 km/h as specified by the European Economic Community 
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(ECE)-15 urban drive-cycle), and they can be considered close to the traffic condition 
within a car park and will be adopted for this study.  
The first relationship was developed by Lam et al. (1985) which defined the fuel 
consumption rate with respect to travel speed and engine displacement using the 
simple average travel speed model as shown: 








ulacementEngineDispa b 1   (4.11) 
 
where a, b and u are constants. Subsequently, two empirical relationships were derived 
based on regression approach using data from official fuel consumption tests:  
 
Fuel consumption rate  








lacementEngineDisp 5.21185.18005643.0 536.0   (4.12a) 
and, 
Fuel consumption rate 
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Where fuel consumption rate is estimated in units of litre per travel distance 
(L/100km), engine displacement is in centimeter cubic (cc) and velocity is in distance 
travel per hour (km/h). The last term of L0047.0  in Equation (4.12b) is to account for 
the effect of additional payload other than the vehicle weight.  
Biggs and Akcelik (1987) adopted another approach by relating the fuel consumption 
to the individual vehicle characteristics that contribute to the fuel consumption. An 
aggregate model call “running speed model” was developed to predict the fuel 




consumption rate that accounts for different vehicle characteristics, e.g., acceleration, 
steady-speed driving and over acceleration-cruise-deceleration cycles. Their fuel 
consumption rate is given by:  








The idle fuel rate can be written as: 
Idle fuel rate = ( ) ( )20193.022.0 cityEngineCapacityEngineCapa −    (4.14a) 
and, 
Vehicle mass = ( ) ( )27.46453466 cityEngineCapacityEngineCapa −+   (4.14b) 
The fuel consumption rate is expressed in volumetric flow rate over time (L/s), engine 
capacity is in volume of displacement (L), idle fuel rate is in volumetric flow rate over 
time (ml/hr) and vehicle mass is in mass (kg). In this case, the fuel consumption rate is 
a function of engine capacity, vehicle mass and travel speed. 
In addition, the fuel consumption rate can also be quoted as 0.251 L/km based on a 
European type vehicle (accumulated mileage of 60,000 km) traveling in a congested 
urban area with average speed of 8 km/h.  Another data is from the Institute National 
de Recherche sur les Transports et leur Securite (INRETS) is 0.13 kg/km for warm 
engine of slow urban cycle travel at average speed of 8.4 km/h (J.C. Guibet, 1999). As 
noted, the above results are considered close to traveling condition within car park.  
The engine heat input is next estimated by multiplying both the computed and directly 
quoted fuel consumption rates with fuel calorific value taken as 43.6 MJ/kg (Collin R. 
Ferguson et al.,). The portion of the engine heat input that is released as thermal energy 
is the mean value obtained from difference sources is as outlined in Table 4.8: 
 




Table 4.8: Proportion of thermal energy emission from engine heat input 







V. Ganesan [1994] 31 38 69 
Willard [1997] 20 - 45 (32.5) 10 - 35 (22.5) 55 
K. Newton, W.Steeds & T.K. Garrett 
[1996] 
40 28 68 
William [1998] 40 35 75 
Michael Plint & Anthony Martyr 
[1999] 
30 40 70 
Delsey [1999] 35 30 65 
Toyota [2001] 33 - 38 (36) 38 74 
ASHRAE [1999] 30 40 70 
  Average of total 68 
Note: Values in bracket denoted as mean value of the given range. 
As noted in Table 4.8, some items are calculated or estimated, due to variations in 
presentation. The average portion of thermal energy emission from engine heat input is 
estimated as about 68%. Now, let the test vehicle engine displacement as 1.6L, 1590 
kg weight with zero payloads and average travel speed at 15 km/h, the thermal energy 
emission was estimated and later compare with the experimental results as outlined in 
Table 4.9. 











Deviation from  
experiment result 
(%) 
A Empirical correlation     
 1) Lam et al. [1985]     0.00040      17.40        11.80           16.50 
 2) Biggs et al. [1987]     0.00030      13.10          8.91           12.00 
      
B Directly quoted data     
 1) J.C. Guibert [1999]     0.00042      18.31        12.45           22.90 
 2) INRETS     0.00022        9.60          6.53           35.54 
      
C Experimental result (1600cc Toyota Corolla) 10.13  




The experimental result shows a good agreement with the theoretical results. The 
average deviation is about 14.25% and could be considered acceptable, because the 
vehicle thermal energy emission is a complicated process where an accurate 
measurement is unlikely possible. Furthermore, the experiment was conducted under 
simplified condition with certain assumptions being made. More importantly, it 
revealed that the experimental set-up and procedure is capable in measuring and 
determining the vehicle thermal energy emission under slow moving condition. Similar 
observations should also be applied to thermal energy emission of idling and parking 
stage since they are also conducted under same set-up and procedures. 
Meanwhile, the experimental result did not agree so well with the directly quoted data. 
The difference is about 29.22%. One possible reason could be the larger engine size 
and older vehicle age in Europe vehicle fleets. However, it still revealed that the 
experimental result could be a genuine value since it is not far away from the quoted 
data even both conditions may be varied substantially.  
 





Ventilation System Study 
 
Carbon monoxide in an underground car park is strongly influenced by the supply 
airflow and distribution, traffic patterns, variation in the traffic rate, and carbon 
monoxide generation of the vehicles (H K Koskela et al., 1996).  The last three factors 
had been discussed in earlier sections of this study. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the ventilation supply airflow and 
distribution pattern in an underground car park. The concentration decay measurement 
using carbon monoxide as the tracer gas was adopted for determining the behaviour of 
the supply airflow in the car park.  
 
5.1 Description of Car Park Layout and Ventilation System 
 
The measurements were performed in the underground car park of a commercial 
building at a popular sub-urban district of Singapore. The car park consists of two 
basements with 140 and 251 parking lots, respectively. 
The scope of this study is limited to basement one, B1 area. It was installed with a 
conventional mixing ventilation system. The supply and exhaust air grilles are placed 
at regular intervals throughout the entire B1 area with half of the exhaust air is drawn 
from floor level. The car park layout, ventilation and traffic arrangements are shown in 
Figure 5.1. Traffic in Basement two, B2 area, will enter and leave through B1 area. 




Figure 5.1: Car park layout, ventilation and traffic arrangement 
 
5.2 Definitions  
 
The ages of air, air change per hour (ACH) and air exchange effectiveness (AEE) can 
be determined from carbon monoxide concentration decay data by tracer gas studies. 
The age of air τ is used as the basis to characterize the behaviour of supply air. It is 



















building or space (S.C.Sekhar et. al, 2000). Its value at a specific sampling point can 
be computed from the tracer gas decay data through equation,  
=iτ )0(/)(0 ii CdttC∫∞         (5.1) 
 
where, ( )0iC  is the start of the decay at a time equal to zero and ( )tC i is the tracer gas 
concentration between time, t and tend, time at the end of the decay. In theory, the 
integration should carry on until time equals infinity, but it had been found that 
integration period of 3 to 5 times of nominal time constant, provides an acceptable 
result (W.J.Fisk et. al, 1993). 
The age of air exhausted to outside which is determined from tracer gas measurements 
in the main return or exhaust airstreams is defined as nominal time constant, 
Nτ (Sandberg and Sjoberg, 1983; W J Fisk et al., 1993). The nominal time constant 
Nτ can be determined by equation, 
Nτ = ∫∞0 )0(/)( CedttCe         (5.2)
  
where, Ce is the concentration in exhaust airstreams. If the building has multiple 
exhaust air-streams, the nominal time constant, Nτ is a weighted average of the ages in 
exhaust air-streams by using the design flow rate as the weighting factors. It also can 
be expressed in term of indoor room net volume, V (m3) divided by the flow rate of 
outside air supply, Q (m3/s) as equation, 
QVN /=τ           (5.3) 
 




The reciprocal of nominal time constant, Nτ , is the air change per hour (ACH) that can 
be expressed in term of flow rate of outside air supply, Q , divided by indoor room net 
volume, V , according to the following equation, 
V
QACH =             (5.4) 
 
The indoor room net volume,V is defined as open or free space within the building 
where ventilation air movement exists and is expressed by the equation, 
CR VVV −=            (5.5) 
 
where RV is room total volume, after deducted space occupied by building structure 
such as columns, beams, staircases and, fan rooms, and is expressed as, 
( )tR AxHV 9.0=           (5.6) 
 
In Equation (5.6), A is defined as total floor area and tH is taken as clear height 
between floor level and underneath ventilation ductwork. Generally, air movement in 
the space above ventilation ductwork is very little due to the positioning of exhaust and 
supply air grilles and also the obstruction from services such as piping, cable trays and 
ductwork. 
For CV , it is taken as the total volume occupied by vehicles parked within the car park. 
It depends on the number of vehicles parked and can be determined from car park 
occupancy rate through equation, 
carCC xNxVOV =           (5.7) 
  




Car park occupancy rate CO  is dependent on the traffic volume and can be derived 
from traffic analysis done in earlier project. The total number of parking lot, N in this 
case is 140 lots for B1 area. As for volume occupied per car, carV , it is estimated as 15 
m3. 
In view of the above discussion, the flow rate of supply air,Q  can be determined by 
equation, 
( ) ( )[ ]xACHxNxVOAxHQ carCt −= 9.0        (5.8) 
 
The air change per hour only describes the flow rate of outside air supply into the car 
park area. The behaviour of the supply air and the type of flow pattern within the car 




GGLOBAL AEEAEE ==          (5.9) 
The room mean age of air within the entire car park area τ  can be calculated from 
tracer gas decay data in the exhaust air-stream by equation, 
τ = ∫ ∫∞ ∞0 0 )(/)(. dttCedttCet                  (5.10) 
 
AEEG is called air exchange effectiveness of the entire car park area because both the 
numerator and denominator are indicative of the whole area. This parameter is an 
indicator of the extent of short-circuiting or displacement airflow between the locations 
of air supply and exhaust. The maximum value of AEEG is 2.0 for a perfect 
displacement flow. For ideal complete mixing, its value is 1.0. Values less than or 
greater than unity indicate short-circuiting or displacement flow patterns, respectively. 




Larger deviations from unity indicate more pronounced short-circuiting or 
displacement flow. The assumption widely accepted is that high values of this 
parameter will correspond to high pollutant removal efficiency for most real pollutants 
of significance. 
 
5.3 Measurement Setup and Procedures 
 
The concentration decay measurements were carried out using carbon monoxide as the 
tracer gas. This approach has been adopted in ventilation performance studies in 
several underground car parks in Finland (H K Koskela et al., 1991). The carbon 
monoxide as tracer gas was dosed into the car park by vehicles inside it, and the 
ventilation system was stopped during this dosing period. The concentration was 
mixed using portable fans. Meantime, the mixing also enhanced by vehicle movements 
within the car park. After the car park was closed to all vehicles, the ventilation would 
be turned on and the decay curves were recorded from monitoring point located inside 
exhaust duct. 
 The carbon monoxide concentration was monitored using a Multi-Gas Monitor Type 
1302 based on Photo-Acoustic infrared detection principle. The sampling of air uses 
teflon tubing from various monitoring points were done by another Multipoint-Doser 
and Sampler Units Type 1303 with maximum allowable sampling distance of 50 









5.4 Results and Discussion 
 
The carbon monoxide concentration decay curves measured from the two exhaust air-
streams were presented in Figure 5.2. Typically, in concentration decay measurements, 
a uniform concentration at the end of a dosing period is necessary. However, as shown 
in Figure 5,2, the concentration decay profiles of the two exhaust airstreams are not 
exactly identical. Hence, it will cause some error in the computation of age of air later. 
However, the error can be minimized during the computation of age of air value by 
taking the weighted average value of the two exhaust airstreams since the differences 
were not too great.  
Generally, the carbon monoxide concentration decay is more drastic during the initial 
30 minutes. Subsequently, the concentration decay is more gradual. The calculated 
weighted average age of air values from the two exhaust airstreams Nτ , is about 28.4 
minutes.  
The estimated weighted average of room mean age of air τ  is about 36.3 minutes. 
Subsequently, the estimated air exchange effectiveness of entire car park, AEEG is 
calculated as 0.8, slightly lower than unity. It is seen that the conventional complete 
mixing ventilation system in this car park worked quite satisfactorily. The estimated 
amount of short-circuiting flow from supply to exhaust that affects the efficiency was 
only about 20%, which can still be considered normal. One possible reason causing 
this short-circuiting flow situation is due to warm supply air discharge into car park 
from high level, where a number of exhaust grilles are also located relatively close by.  




Figure 5.2: Carbon monoxide concentration decay curves 
 
From the reciprocal of the nominal time constant, Nτ , the car park air change per hour 
(ACH) is calculated at about 2.1. This value is lower than the required value of 6 ACH. 
This fact is being supported by the results from an earlier field study  (Goh L N, 1999), 
where it was found that the car park ambient temperature did not reduce much when 
there was a significant drop of outdoor ambient temperature due to sudden rain. It is 
seen that the car park ventilation system is not effectively supplying adequate fresh air 
or removing the heat through the exhaust fast enough.  
Subsequently, flow rate of supply air,Q  can be estimated by Equation (5.8). The total 
car park floor area, A , is 4400m2. The clear height between floor level and underneath 
ventilation duct, tH , is taken as 2.4m. The distribution of typical occupancy rate of the 


























Figure 5.3. On average, the car park occupancy rate was more than 80% between 11.00 
am till 9.00 pm at night. The peak period is from 12.00noon to 2.00pm where the car 
park was almost fully occupied.  
The effective flow rate of supply air, Q , over the car park operating period is also 
presented in Figure 5.3. It declines when the car park occupancy rates rise. The lowest 
supply airflow occurs during the highest occupancy rate. 
 
Figure 5.3: Car park occupancy rate and flow rate of supply air distribution 
 
From this study, supply airflow over the car park operating period was determined and 
could be used as one of the input parameters together with the others in the simulation 
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Carbon Monoxide Concentration Level Analysis 
 
Car park carbon monoxide concentration level predictions were performed using 
CONTAMW, the latest version of multi-zone indoor air quality and ventilation 
analysis computer programme with windows based graphic interface developed by the 
Building and Fire Research Laboratory of the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) of the United States (Walton, 1997).  
CONTAMW adopted multiple zones modeling technique to simulate the inter-zonal 
airflow and contaminant transport of a building. This technique divides the building 
understudy into a group of zones connected by airflow paths. The zones can be an 
individual room or groups of rooms, depending on the building layout and the goal of 
modeling. The airflow path can be represented as doors, cracks or air handling system 
through pressure-flow relationships. 
Conventionally, multiple zones modeling are different from computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) modeling. Multiple zones modeling adopt macroscopic technique that 
treats individual zone as a single node in a system of mass balance equations. It is 
suitable for application that requires knowledge or to gain a gross but useful insight 
into the transport of contaminant throughout an entire building scale or zone defined. 
CFD approach a microscopic modeling technique that solves the system of mass, 
energy and momentum conservation equations using Navier-Stokes equations in order 
to determine the air velocity, temperature and contaminant concentration at each of 
hundreds or thousands of nodes per zone. It is more appropriate for applications to 
model the detailed behaviour of air movement, temperature or contaminant level 
within a single room or zone. 




In a typical underground car park, the space is open and ventilated throughout with 
very minimum obstructions. The carbon monoxide concentration can be considered 
relatively well distributed. In addition, the period of stay by occupants over certain part 
of car park is also rather short. As such, detail knowledge of concentration in 
microscopic level is not so crucial for indoor air quality studies. In fact, the major 
concern is always the transient variation of contaminant concentration throughout the 
entire space. This can also be explained by the fact that most design and statutory 
guidelines are still based on macroscopic level in terms of contaminant concentration 
transient variation over the entire space (ASHRAE Handbook, 1999). 
This section of the study will examine how CONTAMW is used to predict the carbon 
monoxide concentration level in an underground car park. The validity of the predicted 
values is evaluated by comparing them against measured results obtained from an 
earlier field study (Goh L N, 1999).  
 
6.1 Basic Theory 
 
In CONTAMW, zone pressure and airflow rates through individual airflow path are 
solved simultaneously using mass balance of air in all zones. Subsequently, the airflow 
and contaminant information are used to determine contaminant concentration within 










6.2 Airflow Analysis 
 
The airflow calculations are based on the algorithms developed for airflow network 
programmes such as AIRNET (Walton 1989a and 1989b). 
 
6.2.1 Basic Equations 
 
The mass flow rate of air from zone j to zone i, ijF , ( )skg , through a airflow path is a 
function of the pressure difference between the zones in terms of, 
( )ijij PPfF −=,          (6.1) 
 














 +=∆ ρρρ      (6.2) 
 




VPVm == ρ           (6.3) 
 






dm += ∑ ,          (6.4) 
 
In CONTAMW, airflow from non-flow processes, iF  are not accounted. The flows are 
taken as quasi-steady conditions, where dt
dmi  is equal to zero as per below equation: 






ijF            (6.5) 
 
6.2.2 Solving the Equations 
 
In CONTAMW, the steady-state airflow analysis is solved by conservation of mass 
principle. It will require the simultaneous solution of Equation (6.5) for all zones. 
Since Equation (6.1) is typically non-linear, this will lead to a set of non-linear 
equations of all zones that must be solved iteratively. The Newton-Raphson method 
(N-R) (Conte and de Boor, 1972) is used to solve for the zonal pressures and mass 
flow rate for all zones and airflow paths respectively. In this method, a new estimate of 
all zone pressures vector, { }*P can be computed based on current estimate of pressures 
{ }P by equation, 
{ } { } { }CPP −=*          (6.6) 
 
where the correction vector, { }C , is computed from matrix relationship by equation, 
[ ]{ } { }BCJ =           (6.7) 
 
In this case, { }B is called column vector with each element given by equation, 
∑=
j
iji FB ,            (6.8) 
 
[ ]J is the square (i.e. N by N for a network of N zones) Jacobian matrix whose 







J ,,          (6.9) 










∂ ,  are computed from the current estimate 
of pressure { }P . A skyline solution process based on the method by Dhatt (1984) was 
used to set up and solved Equation (6.7) by iteration until the convergence of the zone 





jiii JJ ,,          (6.10) 
 
In this case, scaling may be useful when solution without pivoting is possible. 
Typically, the degree of sparsity of the Jacobian matrix after factoring is depend on the 
zone ordering of which can be improved using various algorithms or rules-of-thumb. 
Zones with either known or unknown pressures are acceptable in CONTAMW. For 
known constant zone pressures, it will be included in the system of equations and 
Equation (6.7) is solved without changing those zone pressures. However, there will a 
possibility for the Jacobian to be non-singular (Axley, 1987) where all of the unknown 
pressure zones are linked by pressure dependent flow paths to constant pressure zones. 
In this case, the ambient air (or outdoor) air is treated as a constant pressure zone. 
Then, the ambient zone pressure is assumed to be zero for the flow calculation causing 
the computed zone pressures to be values relative to the real ambient pressure in order 
to maintain numerical significance in calculating P∆ . 
The conservation of mass at each zone provides the convergence criterion for the N-R 
iterations. That means, the solution has converged when Equation (6.5) is satisfied for 
all zones from the current system pressure estimated. Verification for relative 
convergence of each zone for accuracy is accomplished by equation, 














         (6.11) 
 
A test of ( 1, ε<∑ ijF ) is necessary to prevent division by zero. In any case, round-off 
errors may prevent perfect convergence ( 0=ε ). 
 
6.3 Contaminant Analysis 
 
The CONTAMW contaminant analysis model adopts Axley’s method (1987,1988). 
The method states “ The central concern of indoor air quality analysis is the prediction 
of airborne contaminant dispersal in building. Airborne contaminants disperse 
throughout buildings in a complex manner that depends on the nature of air 
movements in-to, out-of, and within the building system; the influence of the heating, 
ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems; the possibility of removal, by 
filtration, or contribution, by generation, of contaminants; and the possibility of 
chemical reaction, radio-chemical decay, settling, or sorption of contaminants”. 
Once the mass flow rates are computed, contaminant concentration can be computed 
based on conservation of mass for each contaminant in each zone. The mass of 
contaminant α  in zone i can be defined as, 
iii xCmm ,, αα =          (6.12) 
 
where mi is the mass of air in zone i, and iC ,α  is the concentration mass fraction of α . 
The contaminant is removed from zone i through: 




1. Outward airflow from the zone at a rate of i
j
ji xCF ,, α∑  where jiF ,  is the mass flow 
rate from zone i to zone j. 
2. Removal at the rate ii xRC ,, αα  where iR ,α  is a removal coefficient. 
3. First–order chemical reactions with other contaminants iC ,β  at the rate 
ii xCxm ,, β
β
βακ∑ , where βακ ,  is the kinetic reaction coefficient in zone i between 
species α  and β . 
Contaminant can be added to the zone i through: 
1. Inward air flows at the rate of ( ) jij
j
ij xCF ,,,,1 ααη∑ −  where ij.,αη  is the filter 
efficiency for contaminant α  in the path from zone j to zone i. 
2. Generation rate of iG ,α . 
3. Reaction with other contaminants. 
 
Conservation of contaminant mass for each species (assuming im ,α  << im ) produces 













α κη ++−+−−= ∑∑∑   (6.13) 
 
This differential equation is approximated by a difference equation, 
( ) 









αββααααα κη  
(6.14) 
The * indicates a value at time tt ∆+ . This difference equation is solved using a fully 
implicit numerical approximation, 
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β
βααααα κη
          (6.15) 
The simultaneous linear equations for the implicit calculation of contaminant 
concentrations can be solved by any of following three methods, direct skyline 
algorithm, bi-conjugate gradient (BCG) algorithm and successive over-relaxation 
(SOR) algorithm (SOR). Before commencement of the simulation study, it may useful 
to test the different methods to determine which will give optimum performance. 
 
6.4 Model Assumptions 
 
CONTAMW adopts mathematical relationships to model airflow and contaminant 
movement. In the approaches to simplify the modeling process, a number of 
simplifying assumptions are necessary. All of the assumptions adopted are presented in 
the following paragraphs: 
 
1. Well-mixed zones 
An individual zone is treated as a single node with uniform (well-mixed) conditions 
throughout. These conditions cover pressure, temperature and contaminant 
concentrations. For instance, if a mass of contaminant is introduced into a zone at a 
certain time, CONTAMW assumes the contaminant will be mixed into the entire 
volume of the zone within a single time-step. 
 
2. Trace contaminants 
Trace contaminants are defined as contaminants found at low enough concentrations 
that would not affect the density of air within a zone. In CONTAMW, contaminant 




concentration is taken as the ratio of the mass of contaminant to the volume of the 
zone. The computed mass of air within the zone will not change because the model 
maintains each zone at a constant temperature and volume. The differences resulting 
from changes of pressure within a zone are treated as negligible. 
 
6.5 Car Park Modeling 
 
The car park and surrounding areas will be modeled and idealized into different zones 
before simulation.  Figure 6.1 presents the model for basement one, B1 area of the car 
park. The entire B1 parking area is treated as a single zone since it is an open space 
throughout. It is also noted that it is difficult to quantify the carbon monoxide 
concentration based on the actual driving path of each car within the car park using the 
concept of multi-cell when the cars are always moving around randomly. This means 
that the source of carbon monoxide emission from cars is assumed to be located within 
the zone regardless of their movements. 
The adjacent spaces such as staircases, first floor ambient and B2 car park are treated 
as separate zones. Each staircase was modeled as a stairwell link one to first floor 
ambient and another between B1 and B2 car park. The B1 car park is linked to ground 
floor ambient through car park entrance. The car park ambient temperature is taken as 
32 0C. 
In addition to physical modeling, the simulation also requires a number of input 
parameters in order to predict the carbon monoxide concentration level inside car park. 
These parameters consist of ventilation rate, carbon monoxide emission source 
strength and ambient carbon monoxide concentration level. The determination and 
characterization of these parameters have been dealt with in the preceding chapters. 





Figure 6.1: Simulation model of car park B1 area 
 
6.6 Working with Flow Elements 
 
Air movement exists at the openings between the car park envelope and the adjacent 
zones due to natural infiltration or forced ventilation. These can be treated as flow 
paths represented by different built-in airflow elements defined in CONTAMW.  The 
airflow elements are mainly based on a power-law model that is derived from 
empirical relationship between the flow and the pressure difference across the 
openings or cracks in the building envelope as given in Equation (6.16), 






Stairwell one way flow








In Equation (6.16), the airflow is expressed in terms of volumetric flow rate, Q  
( )sm3 , is a simple function of the pressure drop, P∆ ( )Pa , across the opening. Table 
6.1 presented the modelled airflow paths for different openings inside car park and the 
relevant flow elements. 
 
Table 6.1: Modelled airflow paths and the specific flow elements 
Descriptions of airflow path CONTAMW power-law flow elements  
Car park entrance Open garage door, one-way flow 
Staircase doors Stair shaft doors, one-way flow 
Staircases Stairwell, one-way flow 
 
The ventilation fans servicing car park area and staircases are modelled as constant 
volume flow fan model. The airflow delivered is expressed in terms of volumetric flow 
rate ( )hrm3 . For car park area, the ventilation airflow rate delivered by the fans is 
determined from field study described in Chapter 5. Hourly values of outside airflow 
rate supply into car park had been computed as shown in Figure 5.3 of Chapter 5. The 
total outside airflow supply is assumed equal to airflow exhaust to outside.  
As for staircase ventilation fan, the airflow rate is taken as design value and assumes 
constant throughout the whole operating period. The staircase doors are presumed 
closed at all times. It is also assumed that no airflow exists between B1 and B2 area 
since their ventilation system is independent and considered balanced. Airflow through 








6.7 Working with Contaminant Source Strength 
 
The source strength αS  emitted by vehicle inside car park in terms of mass rate of 
carbon monoxide emitted per second ( )skgα  is depend on traffic volume, vehicle 
emission rate and engine operating time. Data input for the source strength is from the 
experimental studies described in Chapter 3. 
The traffic volume, N is taken from car park ticketing records in terms of number of 
cars per hour. From hourly traffic volume data, the hourly average engine operating 
time, top is determined by following empirical correlation derived from field study of 
earlier study (Tay K L, 2001), 
64.431479.0 += Ntop        (6.17) 
 
Equation (6.17) is derived from field traffic analysis of the car park under study. Its 
application to other car parks might be limited. Alternatively, the data specified by 
ASHRAE (ASHRAE Handbook – HVAC Application, 1999) with an average of 60s to 
600s can also be adopted for other cases. 
The vehicle average carbon monoxide emission rate, aveE  in terms of mass rate of 
carbon monoxide emitted per car can be determined from Equation (3.1). In this 
computation, the parking time, parkt  and entering or leaving car park time, ct  is taken 
as 20 seconds and 28 seconds, respectively, through field measurement. A two-minute 
driving cycle emission rate is adopted when occupancy rate is more than 50%. It is 
computed to be 0.0045 g/s at average travel speed of 15 km/h by Equation (3.2). The 
one-minute driving cycle emission rate is for occupancy rate lower than 50%. It is 




computed value is 0.00142 g/s by Equation (3.2). Emission rate of idling stage is 0.011 
g/s, taken directly from site measurement.  
Consequently, the hourly average generation rate αG  ( )skgα  can be computed by 
equation, 
( ) ( )000,3600aveNxEG =α        (6.18) 
 
Equation (6.18) shows that the carbon monoxide generation rate computed is constant 
throughout the period of one hour. It was modeled as generation rate in the general 
source/sink model specified by CONTAMW through following equation: 
αααα CRGS −=         (6.19) 
 
In Equation (6.19), the CONTAMW internal unit terms are: source strength 
αS ( )skgα , generation rate αG ( )skgα , removal rate αR  ( )skgair and concentration 
mass fraction of α , ( )airkgkgC αα = . In this case, the removal rate is not taken into 
account by assuming the contaminant is removed solely through exhaust air. As such, 
the transient source strength αS is only a function of transient contaminant generation 
rate, αG . The time interval for computing the carbon monoxide source strength is one 
hour and therefore the predicted carbon monoxide concentration is the hourly average 
value. Table 6.2 presents the computation of hourly emission source strength, αS and 
ventilation flow rate, Q  of one-day data for the CONTAMW simulation set-up. The 
multiple schedules are used to provide a fractional multiplier to the parameters such as 
contaminant source strength, αS and outdoor airflow supply or ventilation rate, Q  at 
the point of time transient simulations are being performed. 




Table 6.2: Tabulation of computed hourly average engine operating time, hourly 







, N  
Hourly average 
engine operating 
time, opt  ( )ondsec  
Hourly average 
emission source 




rate, airQ  ( )hrm3  
Multiplier 
schedule 
09-10 41 50 0.00000754 0.12 18336 0.97 
10-11 52 51 0.00000966 0.15 16908 0.90 
11-12 139 64 0.00002807 0.44 15648 0.83 
12-13 260 82 0.00005831 0.92 14808 0.78 
13-14 279 85 0.00006356 1.00 14808 0.78 
14-15 221 76 0.00004797 0.75 15186 0.80 
15-16 177 70 0.00003698 0.58 15228 0.81 
16-17 220 76 0.00004772 0.75 15648 0.83 
17-18 163 68 0.00003364 0.53 15648 0.83 
18-19 213 75 0.00004592 0.72 15648 0.83 
19-20 236 79 0.00005188 0.82 15648 0.83 
20-21 225 77 0.00004901 0.77 16446 0.87 
21-22 187 71 0.00003942 0.62 18336 0.97 
 
. 
6.8 Working with Ambient Carbon Monoxide Concentration 
 
The ambient carbon monoxide concentration would affect the concentration level 
inside car park from outdoor supply airflow by the mechanical ventilation system. The 
carbon monoxide concentration level at supply air inlet is taken as 3.7 PPM on average 
of two days measurement at six locations from earlier project. 




6.9 Working with Simulation Parameters 
 
The simulation was performed under transient airflow and contaminant emission. The 
simulation period is from 9.00am till 10.00pm. The time step for each simulation was a 
constant time step taken to be 1 second. Shorter time steps have better accuracy, but 
require more computation time.  
 
6.10 Results and discussion 
 
The simulations were performed for three weekdays and two weekends. The transient 
variations of the carbon monoxide concentrations and traffic volume against operating 
time are presented from Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.6. The predicted carbon monoxide 
concentrations were based on emission source strength data obtained from 
experimental results in Chapter 3 and ASHRAE data (ASHRAE Handbook, 1999). 
This is to investigate the validity of the measured carbon monoxide emission strength 
and the applicability of ASHRAE data for local conditions. The validity of the 
predicted contaminant concentration levels is compared with the experimental results. 
The experimental results are based on the hourly average value of 8 measuring points 
across the entire car park. 




Figure 6.2: Transient CO concentration and traffic volume of Weekday 1 




















































































Figure 6.4: Transient CO concentration and traffic volume of Weekday 3 






















































































Figure 6.6: Transient CO concentration and traffic volume of Weekend 2 
 
6.10.1 Weekday Simulation Results 
 
It can be seen that the predicted results agreed well with experimental results from 
9.00am to 1.00pm. The average of predicted and experimental carbon monoxide 
concentration level during the above period is 7.89 PPM and 8.95 PPM, respectively. 
The discrepancy is relatively small at about 1.06 PPM. Beyond that, the predicted 
concentration is consistently being underestimated as observed. The worst deviations 
were seen during two peak hours, between 1.00pm and 3.00pm and from 7.00pm to 
10.00pm.  During these peaks, the measured carbon monoxide level indicates a high 
surge, which CONTAMW has failed to capture. The average measured values of these 















































While from 3.00pm to 7.00pm, the prediction values were lower than measured values, 
but at a smaller margin compared to the peak hours cases. The average measured value 
was 16.00 PPM, higher than the predicted value of 12.00 PPM by about 4 PPM. It was 
better than the peak hour results. 
Figure 6.7 shows the maximum 8-hour average concentration of experimental and 
simulation results. The average of value is 14.5 PPM, lower than experimental value of 
22.22 PPM. The difference was about 8.11 PPM. The period from 1.00pm to 9.00pm 
was selected because it has the largest traffic volume and highest carbon monoxide 
concentration. On the whole it is noted that the measured 8-hour average concentration 
value is still lower than the limit stipulated by local authority requirement. 
 
Figure 6.7: Weekday maximum 8–hour average concentration of carbon monoxide 
 
When ASHRAE recommended exhaust emission rate of 1.89 g/min is used in the 













































observed from Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.4. The predicted 8-hour average exposure is 
almost twice that of the experimental results as shown in Figure 6.7. 
 
 6.10.2 Weekend Simulation Results 
 
Unlike weekdays, there is no obvious peak for the measured concentration during 
weekends. Basically, the increment over time was related to traffic volume profile as 
presented in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. The predicted values agreed well with the 
measured values for the period from 9.00am to 12.00noon. The average of measured 
and predicted value over this period is 10.90 PPM and 8.4 PPM respectively with a 
small difference of 2.5 PPM. Beyond that, the prediction consistently underestimates 
the carbon monoxide concentration.  
The maximum 8-hour average concentration is about 36.50 PPM and 18.50 PPM for 
measured and predicted result respectively with a difference of about 18 PPM. This 
had shown a great deviation between the two results as shown in Figure 6.8. The 
measured 8-hour average concentration is higher than the limit stipulated by local 
authority requirement.  
When ASHRAE recommended exhaust emission rate of 1.89 g/min is used in the 
simulation study, the predicted results did not agree with the experimental results as 
observed from Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.6. The predicted results are almost twice that of 
the experimental results as shown in Figure 6.8. The 8-hour average concentration of 
the predicted and measured value is 67.31 PPM and 33.42 PPM respectively as shown 
in Figure 6.8. 








For weekdays, CONTAMW was found to be fairly good at predicting the carbon 
monoxide concentration level except during the afternoon and evening peak hour. It 
should be noted, though, the predicted results do not differ significantly from the 
experimental results. The simulation using ASHRAE emission value produced much 
poorer results. This is an indication that the measured exhaust emission value and the 
emission model developed were more representative of local conditions. As previously 
discussed in Chapter 3, the ASHRAE emission value published in 1996 is 
approximately three to six times higher than the measured carbon monoxide emission 
value. As a result from its modeling factors such as traffic populations, traffic pattern, 
climate and others that are greatly differ from the local condition. Furthermore, the 
model was developed in late 80s, where some important factors such as emission rate 








































using ASHRAE exhaust emission value and experimental results revealed that the 
quoted ASHRAE value is not suitable for local condition. It tends to overestimate the 
concentration level substantially.  
CONTAMW underestimates the concentration level substantially during peak hour. 
There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy. For the afternoon peak, the car 
park is fully occupied and the traffic volume is at its highest. Hence, traffic flow is 
likely to be heavy, erratic and having many stops and slowing down as indicated by the 
longest engine operating time incurred. The carbon monoxide emission rate could be 
higher. This was supported by the fact found in Chapter 3 that the two-minute driving 
cycle with two stops was about 3 times more polluting than the one-minute cycle 
representative of smooth traffic flow without any single stop.  This revealed that the 
actual emission rate could be higher if traffic flow is more congested than the emission 
model adopted. Moreover, the two-minute driving cycle is representative an average 
condition for occupancy rate range from 50% to 100%. It shows a need to better define 
the traffic pattern during extra peak (full occupancy) for the development of another 
specific driving cycle to best represents the condition of that particular duration. 
For the evening peak, the concentration was the highest even though the traffic volume 
was lower than the afternoon peak as shown from Figure 6.2 to 6.4. In addition to the 
possibly inadequate modeling of emission source as discussed in the afternoon peak 
case, other possible reasons could be the higher emission from vehicles leaving car 
park with cold engines. From the entering and leaving traffic records taken for 11 days 
as presented at Figure 6.9, more vehicles are leaving in the evening especially at the 
end of operation hour. Some of them are office staff leaving with cold engines from 
season parking lots at B2 area. Another big group was from B1 area after spending 
time for dinner and shopping activities. In this case, hot start could also happen if 




parking period was short especially during afternoon peak. In theory, both the cold and 
hot start engines were more polluting than a warm engine. As such, it shows a need to 
incorporate both hot and cold start in driving cycles to better define the emission rate 
model. It is noted that both cold and hot starts were not considered during exhaust 
emission measurement in Chapter 3. 
For weekend study, the traffic volume was generally about 30% to 40% higher than 
during weekdays. The adoption of similar emission models for weekdays and 
weekends might not representative of actual traffic pattern, thus causing 
underestimation of the concentration levels. New models based on more congested 
traffic flow under high traffic volume conditions might able to improve the simulation 
models. 

























































































































































































The above discussion reveals the importance of developing a more generalized carbon 
monoxide emission value. The current carbon monoxide emission value obtained from 
a single tested vehicle is not adequate. It should have more number of vehicles with 
difference characteristics in term of engine size, age, make and operating conditions to 
be tested.  
Beside the above reasons, other possible reason could be the assumptions adopted in 
the simulation model. The model assumes contaminant is well mixed into the entire 
volume of the car park. In actual fact, the carbon monoxide concentration measured at 
several locations across the car park is not evenly distributed as observed in earlier 
studies (Goh L N, 1999). Larger carbon monoxide stratification is observed especially 
during heavy traffic period and also at locations with larger amount of slow traffics 
such as entry and exit point. Similarly, large carbon monoxide stratification is also 
observed at locations not well covered by ventilation system either due to poor airflow 
distribution pattern or short-circuiting such as corner areas and areas further away from 
the ventilation system. Therefore, the measured carbon monoxide concentration taken 
as average values from the eight measuring points may not represent the real value 
under well-mixed condition. 
Generally, the predicted results did not agree so well with the measured results, but is 
closer to the measured results as compare to predicted results by ASHRAE data. It 
should be able to improve further if the reasons discussed above could be addressed 
and resolved. 
 





Temperature Level Analysis 
 
Indoor temperature levels are important parameters, which can greatly affect indoor 
thermal comfort (X-S.Lu and M.Viljanen, 2000). In the final phase of this study, a 
temperature prediction model based on heat balance principle was developed to predict 
temperature level in a car park. The model partial differential equation was 
approximated by a difference equation and solved by CONTAMW solver using a fully 
implicit numerical approximation.   
 
7.1 Thermal “Contaminant” and other Factors Analysis 
 
In this car park indoor air quality study, it was found that there are three main factors, 
namely contaminant emission source strength, engine operating time and ventilation 
rate that could influence the CO concentration level. For the indoor thermal comfort 
study, a similar approach is adopted by treating the heat source inside car park as 
thermal “contaminant” with other factors remaining unchanged. The following 
sections will focus on the characteristics of the variable factors affecting the 
temperature level inside a car park.  
 
1. Thermal “contaminant” source 
The source of thermal “contaminant” can be from vehicle activities as well as lighting, 
ventilation fans and the user as well. In this study, it is assumed that the vehicle 
activities will be the sole contributor. This should be acceptable because number of 
lighting installed in a car park is always small as compared to the entire space. In 




addition, the period of stay by the user is also short with all the ventilation fans were 
housed in rooms separated from car park area. 
   
2. Thermal “contaminant” source generation and release profile 
Unlike CO contaminant, thermal “contaminant” from a vehicle is released not only 
when the engine is operating, which continue even after the engine is switched off.  
The experimental results from Chapter 4 show that the rate of thermal loss by slow 
moving and idling vehicles are consistent with time. Hence, the thermal “contaminant” 
source strength can be determined once the engine operating time was known. 
However, a number of complexities arise when dealing with the thermal 
“contaminant” released from parked vehicles. This is because it is dependent on the 
length of parking duration, which is different for each individual vehicle. One good 
approximation is to assume an average parking duration for each individual vehicle 
based on parking trip purpose and the size of urban population being specified 
(Highway Research Board, 1971 and Robert A. Weant, 1978).  
Another problem is that of dealing with vehicles, which arrive and park at difference 
intervals over a period. For instances, if 40 vehicles arrive and park at separate interval 
in a one-hour period, each vehicle can be assumed to stay for an average period as 
mentioned earlier. But a portion of parking period would spill into next hour due to the 
late arrival. Similarly, the parking period of vehicles from the previous hour might also 
extend into the present hour under the same circumstances. Hence, the greatest 
challenge here is how to determine the exact thermal “contaminant” source within that 
particular hour. As such, some assumptions are necessary in the modelling of this 
portion of vehicle thermal source since the actual value is likely to be random and 




highly variable. This will be discussed further in the thermal “contaminant” source 
modelling section later. 
3. Outdoors ambient temperature 
The influence of outdoors ambient temperature supply into the car park by the 
ventilation system cannot be neglected. This is because its magnitudes and the 
fluctuations will have significant impact on the heat balance and temperature level 
inside the car park. In considering this aspect, the outside weather condition has to be 
taken into account since it will definitely affect the supply air temperature. In this 
study, ambient supply air temperature was obtained from field study of an earlier 
study. 
4. Car park ventilation rate 
The main role of ventilation system is to carry away hot air trapped inside a car park 
and replace it with cooler outdoor air. By doing this, it helps to maintain an acceptable 
thermal environment by rejecting the excess heat to outside car park.   
 
The above discussion revealed that the following factors namely, vehicle thermal 
“contaminants” emission and generation profile, outdoor ambient temperature and 
ventilation system will have significant roles in car park temperature level study. 
Hence, these will be considered in the car park heat balance model. 
 
7.2 Heat Balance Model Analysis 
 
Generally, in a building where there is no specific temperature control, the indoor 
temperature will largely depend on the balance between heat gains and losses exist 
within the building. For a car park, heat gains are from vehicle activities and 




ventilation supply air. While heat losses are through extracted ventilation air and 
conduction loss through boundaries when surrounding temperatures are lower than car 
park temperature level. This relationship between balance heat gains and losses can be 




dTCV inoutproominproom +−= ρρ       (7.1) 
 
The above differential equation can be approximated by a difference equation as, 







−≈ ∆+ ,,  
 
Replacing TCV pρ  term with energy term, ( )JE , Equation (7.2) can be re-written as, 
[ ]GTVCnTVCntEE inpoutpttt +−∆≈−∆+ ρρ       (7.3) 
 
Alternatively, Equation (7.3) can also be in the form of, 
[ ]GTFCTFCtEE inpoutpttt +−∆≈−∆+       (7.4) 
Since, 
V
Qn =  and QF ρ= , is air mass flow rate. 
Finally, Equation (7.4) will be re-written in the form of a differential equation as, 
∑ ∑−+= j j ipjijpijii TCFTCFGdtdE .,        (7.5) 
 
In Equation (7.5), i  and j  are denoted as car park and surrounding zones. Equation 
(7.5) is called energy balance equation. The term dtdEi  is car park net thermal 




energy change, iG is the thermal energy generation rate, ∑ j jpij TCF .  is the thermal 
energy brought in by ventilation air and ∑ j ipji TCF ,  is the thermal energy carried 
away by ventilation air. Conduction heat loss through boundaries was not considered at 
this moment.  
The simplifications made in deriving the above heat balance model can be outlined as: 
1. Car park is treated as a single thermal zone. This is a valid assumption because the 
car park is normally an open space throughout. 
2. Air inside car park is modelled as well mixed, meaning it has a uniform 
temperature throughout the zone. This assumption is valid over a wide range of 
conditions as established by Fisher et al. (1997). 
3. Car park surfaces such as walls, floors and ceilings are treated as having uniform 
surface temperature and also in thermal equilibrium with the air inside the car park. 
4. Transmitted solar heat gain is not considered since car park is located at basement 
level. 
 
7.3 Temperature Prediction Model Analysis 
 
In adopting CONTAMW solver for temperature prediction, comparison between the 
mass balance equation used for contaminant prediction and the energy balance 
equation used for temperature prediction will be performed to determine if any 
relationship could be derived between the terms in the above two equations.   
The contaminant mass balance equation (Equation 6.13) from Chapter 6 after ignoring 
the removal rate and first-order chemical reactions can be written as, 
( )∑ ∑−−+= j j ijijijijii CFCFGdtdM ,,,,,,,, 1 ααααα η      (7.6)  




While the energy balance equation (Equation 7.5) is written as, 
 ∑ ∑−+= j j ipjijpijii TCFTCFGdtdE ,,      (7.7) 
 
By comparing the terms in the above two equations, the following equivalent terms 
can be obtained, 
ii mE ,α≡          (7.8a) 
ii GQ ,α≡          (7.8b) 
FF ≡          (7.8c) 
iip CTC ,α≡          (7.8d) 
( ) jijjp CTC ,,,1 ααη−≡        (7.8e) 
 
As observed, the thermal energy, iE of energy balance equation can be represented by 
contaminant mass, αM of contaminant mass balance equation in terms of, 
( ) ( )αkgkJ 11 =          (7.9) 
      
This revealed that in CONTAMW simulation programme, 1 kg mass of contaminant is 
equivalent to thermal energy of 1 kJ.  
The thermal energy generation rate is also comparable to contaminant generation rate 
in the form of, 
( ) ( )skgGskJG ii // , αα=        (7.10) 
 
The mass of ventilation air, F  is identical for both energy balance equation and 
contaminant mass balance equation. Finally is the specific heat capacity and zone 




temperature term in heat balance equation which can be represented by the 
concentration mass fraction of contaminant, α term, in contaminant mass balance 
equation as shown below, 
iip CTC ,α=          (7.11) 
And, 
( ) jijjp CTC ,,,1 ααη−=         (7.12) 
 
As observed, equivalent terms can be established between the energy balance equation 
and contaminant mass balance equation. Hence, the use of CONTAMW solver to solve 
the energy conservation difference equation represented by contaminant conservation 
equation is possible. The simulation output will be the equivalent contaminant 
concentration and then it can be converted to equivalent car park temperature level by 





T ,α=           (7.13) 
 
As for ambient temperature, Equation (7.12) will be applicable and ( )ij ,,1 αη−  term is 
solved after taking the filter efficiency as unity in the case it is assumed as default 
temperature.  
 
7.3.1 Thermal Energy Level Definitions  
 
In this temperature prediction model, zero temperature level is taken as reference 
where thermal energy at this point is also zero. This is equivalent to zero contaminant 
in CONTAMW. Meanwhile, the default contaminant concentration level represents the 




ambient temperature. For other temperature levels of the surrounding zones that need 
to be specified prior to the simulation study, it can be accomplished using filter 
efficiency term as stated in Equation (7.12) as a function of the proportion of the zone 
temperature to ambient temperature. For instant, perfect filter efficiency means the 
particular zone temperature is equivalent to ambient temperature specified.  
 
7.3.2 Defining Conduction Heat Loss through Boundaries 
 
In the energy balance Equation (7.5), car park net thermal energy change is caused by 
thermal energy generation rate, thermal energy brought in and carried away by 
ventilation air. In fact, thermal energy inside car park may also be loss by conduction 
through walls, floors and ceilings. This loss becomes significant when adjacent areas 
are air-conditioned at much lower temperature like shopping area and offices. The 
actual conduction heat transfer mechanism is a function of overall heat transfer 
coefficient across the boundaries and surface temperatures difference. It is assumed to 
be a steady state conduction process with no thermal storage as given by equation, 
( )jicond TTUAE −=         (7.14) 
 
where i and j are denoted as car park and surrounding zones. By considering 
contaminant transmission mechanism in CONTAMW through an air handling unit 
with single supply and exhaust node, the process can be expressed as, 
( ) ijijijiji CFCFM ,,,,,,, 1 αααα η −−=       (7.15) 
 
It is next assumed that the supply and exhaust node having an equal flow rate, and 
Equation (7.15) becomes 




( )[ ]ijijjii CCFM ,,,,,, 1 αααα η −−=       (7.16) 
By comparing Equation (7.16) with Equation (7.14) and since temperature level can be 
related to equivalent contaminant concentration and specific heat capacity as discussed 




UAE −=        (7.17) 
 
By comparing Equation (7.17) with Equation (7.16), the following relationships can be 
established, 
iip CTC ,α≡           (7.18a) 






,≡          (7.18c) 
 
In Equation (7.18a and 7.18b), the zone temperature and specific heat capacity term on 
the left hand side can be represented by the contaminant concentration mass fraction in 
CONTAMW. In Equation (7.18c), the transmission coefficient, U; boundary area, A 
and the specific heat capacity on the left hand side can be represented by an equivalent 
air flow rate between the car park and surrounding areas specified through an air 
handling unit in CONTAMW.  
Next, by incorporating the conduction heat loss through walls, the conservation of 
energy of car park became, 
( )∑ ∑ ∑ −−−+= j j j jiijipjijpijii TTAUTCFTCFGdtdE ,,,    (7.19) 
 




The above equation is solved by CONTAMW solver which it is represented by 
conservation of contaminant mass through following equation, 
( ) ( )[ ]∑ ∑ ∑ −−+−−+= j j j ijijjiijijijijii CCFCFCFGdtdM ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 11 αααααααα ηη (7.20) 
 
7.3.3 Defining Car Park Boundaries Characteristics 
 
Generally, the material and thickness of the wall as well as the temperature difference 
across the wall will influence conduction heat loss through a wall. All these factors are 
different for each individual wall. As such, each individual wall is represented with a 
separate air- handling unit where its airflow rate is equivalent to the right hand side 
term of Equation (7.18c). The definition of this particular term for each car park wall is 
outlined in Table 7.1. 
Four walls, and an equivalent one each for ceiling and floor surround the car park. For 
the walls, three of them are surrounded by ground soil. The other wall is next to B1 
shopping area. The ground soil temperature is taken as ambient temperature while for 
B1 air-conditioned shopping area is at 22 0C. The first floor temperature is taken as the 
average of ambient and typical air-conditioned space (22 0C) temperature since it is not 
fully air-conditioned. It is assumed that there is no conduction heat transfer between 
the car park floor and B2 area below it, since their temperatures are equal. 




Table 7.1: Car park boundaries characteristics 
No Name of wall Material  descriptions 
R  ( )WmK  Total
R  ( )WmK  
U  ( )WmK  Area, A  ( )2m  pC
UA  
( )KkW  
1 
Ceiling between 
car park and first 
level 
Suspended floor.  
150mm + 25mm 
topping and vinyl 
tiles (3mm)  
finishes concrete 
slab 
0.360     
 Air firm (internal)  0.120     
 Air firm (external)  0.120     
   - 0.600 1.700    4400 7.440 
2 
Wall 1, between  
concrete wall and 
soil 
300 mm thick 
with 15mm 
Gypsum plaster 
0.400     
 Air firm (internal)  0.120     
   - 0.520 1.923       75 0.143 
        
3 
Wall 2, between 
concrete wall and 
soil 
300 mm thick 
with 15mm 
Gypsum plaster 
0.400     
 Air firm (internal)  0.120     
   - 0.520 1.923     150 0.287 
4 
Wall 3, between 
concrete wall and 
soil 
300 mm thick 
with 15mm 
Gypsum plaster 
0.400     
 Air firm (internal)  0.120     
   - 0.520 1.923     420 0.803 
5 
Wall 4, between 
brick-wall and  
B1shopping area 
Terracotta brick, 
100mm thick with 
15mm gypsum 
plaster 
0.485     
 Air firm (internal)  0.120     
 Air firm (external)  0.120     
   - 0.725 1.380 300 0.412 
 




7.3.4 Defining Thermal Energy Source Strength 
 
In general, the thermal energy source strength will depend on vehicle operating 
characteristics, engine operating time and traffic volume as discussed. Vehicle 
operating characteristics in a car park consist of entering and leaving, slow moving and 
parking stage. In here, slow moving stage shall include the time to park or un-park. 
Subsequently, operating time of each individual operating characteristic will be 
decided. The average leaving and entering time is taken as 28 seconds for all vehicles. 
While for slow moving stage, it is dependent on the traffic volume which can be 
simulated by equation, 
64.431479.0 += Ntop        (7.21) 
 
where N  is hourly traffic volume.  
The parking duration is assumed as a function of trip purpose and urban area 
population (Highway Research Board, 1971 and Robert A. Weanut, 1978). Table 7.2 
defines various trip purposes and corresponding average parking duration for typical 
urban areas of different population totals. In this car park, the B1 area is meant for 
short-term parking covering shopping and personal business. According to the typical 
population size of a township in Singapore that ranges from 50,000 and 100,000, the 
estimated weekday average parking duration based on Table 7.2 is about 40 minutes. 
For weekend, it is taken as 30 minutes since offices are closed. 




Table 7.2: Trip purposes and parking durations 
 Proportion of parkers by trip purpose                Average parking duration 




Work Shop Personal 
business 
Other Work Shop Personal 
business 
Other 
10 – 25 21.0 38.0 23.0 18.0 3.5 0.5 0.4 1.3 
25 – 50 21.0 27.0 35.0 17.0 3.7 0.6 0.5 1.2 
50 – 100 20.0 24.0 31.0 25.0 3.3 0.6 0.8 1.2 
100 – 250 26.0 21.0 34.0 19.0 4.3 1.3 0.9 2.1 
250 – 500 30.0 19.0 33.0 18.0 5.0 1.3 1.0 2.7 
500 - 1,000 47.0 13.0 25.0 15.0 5.9 1.5 1.7 3.0 
Over 1,000 41.0 10.0 30.0 19.0 5.6 1.1 1.1 3.0 
         
Source: Adopted from Tables 2.7 and 2.9, Parking Principles, Transportation Research 
Board, Special Report 125, (1971), pp. 12-14. 
 
The thermal discharge of each individual operating characteristic was based on 
experimental results discussed in Chapter 4. It was taken as 10000W and 8400W for 
slow moving and idling stage respectively. The thermal loss of leaving and entering 
stage could be represented by idling stage value, since it mainly consist of idling with 
only a small portion of the high acceleration and deceleration movements as discussed 
in Chapter 3. Equation (4.10) derived in Chapter 4 as a function of parking duration, 
will be used to determine the thermal discharge during the parked phase. 
1955.00867.0108103 2436 ++×−×= −− tttQparking     (7.22) 
  
The summation of the individual operating characteristic thermal loss will determine 
the total vehicle thermal emission rate in terms of energy loss (J) per car by the 
following equation, 
( ) ( ) ( )1955.00867.0108103101308430 2436 ++×−×+×+×= −− tttttQ opctotal  (7.23)
  




The hourly average thermal energy generation rate, thermalG  in terms of energy 




×=         (7.24) 
 
The hourly average thermal energy generation rate will be represented as contaminant 
source strength of CONTAMW in order to simulate the temperature level as discussed 
in Section 7.1. Its variation with time is represented with multiple schedules function 
in the programme. 
 
7.4 Car Park Modelling  
 
The B1 area of the car park together with its surrounding areas is modelled as shown in 
Figure 7.1. The ventilation rate is identical to contaminant analysis since both the CO 
and temperature level measurements were done simultaneously. The airflow path 
modelling between the car park and the adjacent areas remain as in the contaminant 
simulation with assumptions that they have minimum impacts on the car park 
temperature level. 




Figure 7.1: Car park modelling of B1 level for temperature level simulation  
 
7.5 Working with Ambient Temperature Level and Simulation Parameters 
 
CONTAMW solver is based on steady state weather data that keeps the ambient 
temperature constant during simulation. Hence, a constant ambient temperature, 
average of the hourly measured temperatures of the day obtained from field study will 
be simulated. The temperature levels of surrounding zones also remain constant during 
simulation. 
The simulations were conducted over three weekdays and two weekends under two 
separate parking stage thermal energy release profiles. These are to investigate their 
influences on car park temperature level as discussed in Section 7.1. The first scenario 
(case 1) assumes all the parking stage thermal energy released within the hour of their 
arrival. For instance, in one-hour period if there are 70 vehicles arrived, it was assumed 
Air handling system 
 
Constant volume flow fan model 
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Stairwell one-way flow 
Leakage area  
Thermal energy 
source 








that all will have an identical average parking duration and given up heat within that 
hour regardless of arrival time. Second scenario (case 2) assumes the vehicles arrived 
late and all their parking stage thermal energy will only be released in the subsequent 
hour. In reality when the parking duration is less than an hour, the release of parking 
stage thermal energy loss was expected somewhere between these two scenarios.  
All simulations were performed under transient car park ventilation rate and thermal 
energy condition. The simulation period is from 9.00am till 10.00pm. The time step for 
each simulation was a constant time step taken to be 1 second. 
 
7.6 Results and Discussion 
 
The simulated hourly transient variations of car park temperature level over the car 
park operation period under different parking thermal energy release profiles were 
plotted as shown in Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6. The validity of the predicted temperature 
profiles was evaluated by comparing them against the mean measured results taken 
from 12 different measuring locations across the car park. This simulation model will 
provide a valuable insight in determining the parameters, which are difficult to study 
experimentally, affecting the indoor temperature of the car park.  





Figure 7.2: Car park transient temperature level of weekday 1 
 
 






















































Figure 7.4: Car park transient temperature level of weekday 3 
 
 





















































Figure 7.6: Car park transient temperature level of weekend 2 
 
Figure 7.7: Average deviations between simulated and mean measured results against 

































































Figure 7.8: Typical entering and leaving traffic profile against occupancy rate  
of the car park. 
 
 
7.6.1 Simulation (case 1) Results 
 
As can be seen from Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6, the simulation results were found to 
agree fairly well with the experimental results, except during weekends where 
temperature level was consistently overestimated after mid-day. It should be noted, 
though, the experimental results differ not significantly from the simulation results in 
terms of average temperature difference as presented in Figure 7.7. These deviations 
that range from 1.69 0C and 2.45 0C remain reasonable since for the similar 
experimental results there is stratification of measured temperature across the car park 












































7.6.2 Simulation (case 2) Results 
 
From Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6, it can be seen that the simulation and experimental 
results agree quite well, except weekends where temperature is marginally 
overestimated consistently after 12 noon. Figure 7.7 shows that the average deviation 
between simulated and mean measured results range from 1.77 0C to 2.69 0C. This is 
acceptable since there is a stratification of measured temperature across the car park 
being around 2.76 0C to 2.94 0C.  
 
7.6.3 Comments on the Comparison between Simulation (case 1) and Simulation 
(case 2) Results  
 
The simulation results are close for both modes of parking stage thermal energy release 
profile as shown from Figure7.2 to Figure 7.6, except some minor deviations before 
noon. This revealed that the thermal energy release profile from parked vehicle has 
very little influence on the car park temperature.  
There are several reasons leading to this observation. As can be seen in Figure 7.8, the 
car park was highly occupied with an almost equal amount of hourly entering and 
leaving traffic throughout the day except before noon period. An equal amount of 
hourly entering and leaving traffic volume means the parking duration is likely to be 
short and probably within an hour time. This shows the assumption of 40 minutes 
(weekdays) and 30 minutes (weekends) as average parking duration made in an earlier 
section to be reasonable. More importantly, this concluded that when the car park 
traffic turnover is consistent, under short parking duration for typical shopping and 
personal business trips, the influence of thermal energy release profile from parked 
vehicle became less important on the car park temperature. This is because, with an 




average stay period of less than an hour, there will be little difference whether all 
parked vehicles release heat by current or next hour when amount of hourly parked 




The temperature prediction model using CONTAMW solver was found to be capable 
of predicting well the temperature level in a car park. This validates the model and 
reveals that there are four important parameters in determining the car park 
temperature level: 
1. Thermal energy source strength which depends on the number of vehicles, the 
length of engine operating time and parking duration, and rate of thermal energy 
release under difference operating characteristics. 
2. Car park ventilation rate.  
3. Outdoor ambient temperature. 










In this project, experimental studies were performed to obtain the vehicle exhaust 
emission rates that were representative of typical local vehicle population and 
operating characteristics in underground car park. It follows by the carbon monoxide 
concentration level simulation using multi-zone network model, CONTAMW.  
Vehicle thermal energy emissions under different operating conditions were measured 
by experimental studies. The car park temperature level simulation was performed 
using heat balance principle. This model takes into account the vehicle thermal energy 
emission rates, heat transfer process between the car park structure and the surrounding 
areas and the ventilation air as flow element responsible in heat transfer between the 
car park and the ambient. 
Experimental study on the car park ventilation rates using tracer gas technique with 
concentration decay method was also performed. The main conclusions of this study 
are,  
1. Vehicle exhaust emission in the car park could be quantified by simulating its 
operating characteristics in the laboratory. Three carbon monoxide emission rates 
of different operating conditions were obtained. The emission rate for two-minute 
driving cycle of peak traffic condition is 1.02 g/km. The one-minute cycle of 
smooth traffic condition is 0.35 g/km. As for idling vehicle, the emission rate is 
0.011 g/sec. These results indicated the importance of maintaining a smooth traffic 
flow with minimum idling in car park in order to lower the carbon monoxide 
emissions. Vehicle average carbon monoxide emission rate obtained from the 
combination of above operating characteristics is 0.60 g/car and 0.85 g/car for off 
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peak and peak traffic respectively. The values are lower than the emission rate 
derived from idling mode and the data stipulated by ASHRAE. This result revealed 
that the emission rate based on idling mode, as performed by other studies is likely 
to over estimate. The results also disclosed the importance of developing a local 
base emission data, as the ASHRAE data may not be suitable for the local context. 
2.  The use of the airflow multi-zone model, CONTAMW to predict the car park 
carbon monoxide concentration level on macroscopic level was explored. In 
general, the predicted results did not agree so well with the measured results, 
especially during peak period. However, the study also revealed that the 
CONTAMW potential could be explored further if better-defined exhaust emission 
strength and car park ventilation performance could be developed.  
3.  Vehicle thermal energy emissions under different operating conditions were 
measured. The measured values for slow moving and idling vehicle is 10132.6 W 
and 8437.6 W respectively. These results agree fairly well with the results derived 
from empirical correlations, which means that the experimental set-up was capable 
of measuring the vehicle thermal energy emissions. For a parked vehicle, an 
empirical correlation that is able to determine the vehicle thermal energy emission 
as a function of parking duration was developed from the experimental studies.  
4.  The predicted car park temperature level was found to agree fairly well with the 
measured results. This result has shown that the temperature prediction model was 
capable of predicting the temperature level so long as the car park thermal source, 
traffic volume, vehicle operating time and ventilation rate were quantified. 
5. The measured car park ventilation rate was 2.1ACH, lower than the original design 
value of 6 ACH. This shows that the car park ventilation system is not operating 
effectively as required.  
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8.1 Recommendation for Future Work 
 
Though the current study has achieved most of its objectives, further improvements 
can still be accomplished through the following outlined recommendations: 
1. Vehicle exhaust emission measurements 
The vehicle exhaust emission measurements should incorporate hot and cold start 
into existing two-minute and one-minute driving cycle. Driving cycles covering a 
wider range of operating characteristics should also be developed.  
2. Test vehicles 
A more generalized data including data from more test vehicles in terms of engine 
size, age and make for vehicle exhaust emission and thermal energy emission 
measurements should be developed.  
3. Heat prediction model 
Weather data incorporated transient outdoor temperature could be included in future. 
4. Car park modelling 
A single floor stand-alone car park is recommended to avoid the influence from 
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Appendix A: Description of Test Vehicle and Road-load Simulation data 
 
A.1 Description of Test Vehicle 
 
Car maker: Toyota 
Model: Corolla 
Model year: 1999 
Chassis no: MR053AEB109558335 
Engine type: 4A-FE 
Displacement: 1587cc 
Vehicle weight: 1400kg 
Reference mass: 1500kg 
Transmission: 5-M/T 
Mileage: 10576 km 
Inspection of sample: Good Condition 
 
 
A.2 Road-load Simulation Data 
 
Coefficient: F0 = 90.11951 N 
 F1 = -0.50018 N/(km/h) 
 F2 = 0.04439 N/(km/h)2 
Reference mass: 1500kg 





























A.3 Driving Test Cycles 
Figure A.1: Two-minute driving test cycle 










































Appendix B: Vehicle Exhaust Emission Measurement Results 
 
B.1 Test Condition and Measurement Parameter 
 
Table B.1: Test condition and measurement parameter 
 
 
Table B.2: Measurement parameter 
 
B.2 Test Results 
Table B.3: Test results 
 
Table B.4: Exhaust gas concentration at tailpipe during idling 
Item Description Unit Two-minute test cycle One-minute test cycle
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average
1 Total Hydrocarbons g/km 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
2 Oxide of Nitrogen g/km 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
3 Carbon monoxide g/km 1.00 0.97 1.08 1.02 0.34 0.35 0.34 0.34
4 Carbon dioxide g/km 368.77 368.77 363.53 367.02 334.23 336.29 333.42 334.65
5 Fuel Consumption km/l 6.42 6.42 6.51 6.45 7.10 7.06 7.12 7.09
Description Unit             Two-minute driving cycle             One-minute driving cycle
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average
Humidity correction 
factor for Nox (KH) 1.56 1.60 1.60 1.58 1.63 1.53 1.61 1.59
Engine oil temp Deg. Cel. 101.00 100.00 100.00 100.33 101.00 101.00 101.00 101.00
Dilution factor (DF) 27.98 27.80 27.78 27.85 27.30 27.36 27.41 27.36
Diluted exhaust volume (Vmix) l/test 44967.50 44967.50 44948.90 44961.30 44753.20 44753.20 44743.90 44750.10
Diluted exhaust volume between 
fill bags (Vmix) Cubic meter 48.26 48.26 48.24 48.25 48.03 48.03 48.02 48.03
Dilution air volume (Va) Cubic meter 46.54 46.54 46.51 46.53 46.27 46.27 46.27 46.27
Exhaust volume at tailpipe (Vex) Cubic meter 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.76 1.76 1.75 1.76
Exhaust temperature at tailpipe Deg. Cel. 126.80 126.50 126.70 126.67 126.00 126.20 126.00 126.07
Distance Km 1.07 1.07 1.09 1.08 1.20 1.19 1.20 1.20
Item Description Unit       Ignition timing          Engine         Exhaust 
         ('BTDC)      speed (rpm)      concentration
1 Total Hydrocarbons ppmc 10 800 2066
2 Oxide of Nitrogen ppm 10 800 28.019
3 Carbon monoxide Vol % 10 800 0.279
4 Carbon dioxide Vol % 10 800 14.717
Description Unit             Two-minute driving cycle             One-minute driving cycle
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Average
Laboratory Temperature Deg. Cel 31.5 31.8 31.8 31.7 32.0 31.8 31.8 31.9
Relative Humidity % 73.5 73.6 73.6 73.6 73.7 70.6 73.6 72.6
Absolute Humidity g/kg 22.6 22.1 22.1 22.3 22.4 22.2 22.2 22.3




Appendix C: Vehicle Main Hot Surfaces 
 
 
C.1 Engine Compartment Overview 
 
























Appendix D: Modeled Projected Flat Area and Surface Temperature 
Measuring Position of Hot Surfaces 
 




D.2 Cylinder Head Cover Left Side (vertical plane) 
 







D.4 Engine Block Front Side (vertical plane) 
 
 




































D.10 Automatic Transaxle (cylinder) 
           350mm 
 

































































































































   
            
            
            
            
       
Note: 
1) All dimensions are in mm 











Appendix E: Tabulation of Mean Surface and Air Temperature of Hot Surfaces 
under Slow Moving Stage 
 
E.1 Cylinder Head Top Side 
 
    Cylinder Head Top Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts, ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta, ave 
A1 83.8 82.2 82.1 82.7 71.8 75.6 80.1 75.8 
A2 78.7 76.6 76.5 77.3 66.0 70.1 72.9 69.6 
A3 80.0 77.6 77.7 78.4 67.1 70.5 74.2 70.6 
A4 81.2 79.6 79.3 80.0 67.9 71.3 74.6 71.3 
Average    79.6    71.8 
 
E.2 Cylinder Head Left and Right Side Cover 
 
   Cylinder Head Left and Right Side Cover   
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A6(D) 85.4 83.4 83.2 84.0 75.8 80.1 79.9 78.6 
A7(U) 84.9 82.9 82.7 83.5 75.8 80.1 79.9 78.6 
Average    83.7    78.6 
 
E.3 Engine Block Front Side 
 
   Engine Block Front Side     
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A10(FR) 91.0 87.5 88.3 88.9 71.7 72.2 73.3 72.4 
A11(FL) 84.8 82.8 82.5 83.4 72.6 77.4 81.1 77.0 
B8(F) 79.6 76.1 76.3 77.3 59.9 65.0 67.7 64.2 














E.4 Engine Block Back Side 
 
   Engine Block Back Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B7(BU) 86.5 82.9 84.9 84.8 69.2 71.4 73.2 71.3 
B9(BD) 88.5 87.0 86.5 87.4 69.2 71.4 73.2 71.3 
Average    86.1    71.3 
 
 
E.5 Engine Block Left and Right Side 
 
   Engine Block Left & Right Side   
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A8(D) 82.3 80.6 80.2 81.0 75.8 80.1 79.9 78.6 
A9(U) 81.2 79.4 79.0 79.8 75.8 80.1 79.9 78.6 
Average    86.1    71.3 
 
E.6 Automatic Transaxle 
 
    Automatic Transaxle   
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A18(Top) 72.8 67.2 66.4 68.8 59.1 64.9 68.3 64.0 
B11(Bot) 58.8 58.3 57.7 58.3 48.3 44.6 41.6 44.8 
Average    63.5    54.5 
 
E.7 Automatic Transaxle Bottom Cover 
 
   Automatic Transaxle Bottom Cover   
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B10 75.6 71.3 68.7 71.9 62.7 66.1 67.6 65.5 










E.8 Engine Oil Sump Left Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Left Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B1(L) 83.7 83.1 83.3 83.4 70.3 72.1 70.6 71.0 
Average    83.4    71.0 
 
E.9 Engine Oil Sump Front Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Front Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B2(F) 85.2 83.9 84.1 84.4 70.3 72.1 70.6 71.0 
Average    84.4    71.0 
 
E.10 Engine Oil Sump Back Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Back Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B3 86.0 84.9 84.8 85.2 72.7 74.2 75.8 74.3 
Average    85.2    74.3 
 
E.11 Engine Oil Sump Bottom Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Bottom Side    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B4 80.5 79.8 80.6 80.4 70.3 72.1 70.6 71.0 
Average    80.4    71.0 
 
E.12 Exhaust Manifold Cover (Upper Side) 
 
  Exhaust Manifold Cover (Upper Side)    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A12(R) 106.2 95.8 97.7 99.9 71.7 72.2 73.3 72.4 
A14(L) 94.6 83.5 85.0 87.7 72.6 77.4 81.1 77.0 




E.13 Exhaust Manifold Cover (Lower Side) 
 
  Exhaust Manifold Cover (Lower Side)    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A15 115.8 105.7 107.9 109.8 66.0 70.6 73.5 70.0 




   Alternator      
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A17 102.6 102.7 101.7 102.3 83.6 81.9 80.5 82.0 




   Converter      
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C1 117.7 124.1 0.0 120.9 61.6 0.0 53.3 57.5 
C2 92.2 96.9 98.6 95.9 64.8 63.0 64.3 64.0 




   Silencer      
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C17 95.5 100.4 103.8 99.9 61.9 60.7 58.1 60.3 
C18 78.6 83.5 86.6 82.9 61.8 60.5 56.9 59.7 














   Muffler      
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C11 89.3 100.4 103.1 97.6 55.3 49.0 47.7 50.7 
C12 79.9 90.1 93.5 87.8 54.8 49.5 46.4 50.2 
Average    92.7    50.4 
 
E.18 Upper Takedown Pipe (Left and Right Side) 
 
   Upper Takedown Pipe (Left & Right Side)   
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C6 262.1 269.3 279.7 270.4 59.5 60.8 62.1 60.8 
C8 234.5 236.6 246.1 239.1 69.5 78.5 84.2 77.4 
Average    254.7    69.1 
C9 209.8 212.0 219.5 213.7 72.2 75.4 77.8 75.1 
C8 234.5 236.6 246.1 239.1 69.5 78.5 84.2 77.4 
Average    226.4    76.3 
 
E.19 Lower Takedown Pipe 
 
    Lower Takedown Pipe    
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C4 185.1 191.5 196.1 190.9 70.3 72.1 70.6 71.0 
C5 217.4 222.1 227.3 222.3 70.3 72.1 70.6 71.0 




    Tailpipe     
       Mean surface temperature, 0C          Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C13 133.6 153.4 155.0 147.4 60.8 55.1 55.9 57.3 
C15 180.1 187.4 187.8 185.1 69.3 66.0 69.5 68.3 





APPENDIX F: Tabulation of Mean Surface and Air Temperature of Hot Surfaces 
under Idling Stage 
 
F.1 Cylinder Head Top Side 
 
   Cylinder Head Top Side     
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A1 81.4 81.3 80.5 81.1 69.0 69.0 69.4 69.1 
A2 75.7 75.8 74.7 75.4 65.5 65.6 65.7 65.6 
A3 76.4 76.8 75.7 76.3 66.7 66.6 66.8 66.7 
A4 78.8 78.7 77.8 78.4 67.8 67.7 67.9 67.8 
Average    77.8    67.3 
 
F.2 Cylinder Head Left and Right Side Cover 
 
   Cylinder Head Left and Right Side Cover   
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A6(D) 82.8 82.9 82.0 82.6 77.6 77.9 76.8 77.4 
A7(U) 82.1 82.3 81.4 81.9 72.8 73.2 72.2 72.7 
Average    82.2    75.1 
 
F.3 Engine Block Front Side 
 
   Engine Block Front Side     
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A10(FR) 85.4 86.5 85.1 85.7 71.8 72.1 72.7 72.2 
A11(FL) 78.9 80.6 79.2 79.6 72.0 71.5 71.1 71.5 
B8(F) 74.8 75.7 73.9 74.8 60.2 60.2 60.9 60.4 














F.4 Engine Block Back Side 
 
   Engine Block Back Side    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B7(BU) 83.2 83.8 82.4 83.1 67.9 68.1 67.5 67.8 
B9(BD) 86.5 86.1 85.3 85.9 67.9 68.1 67.5 67.8 
Average    84.5    67.8 
 
F.5 Engine Block Left and Right Side 
 
   Engine Block Left & Right Side   
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A8(D) 79.8 80.3 79.1 79.7 77.6 77.9 76.8 77.4 
A9(U) 79.0 79.3 78.2 78.8 72.8 73.2 72.2 72.7 
Average    79.3    75.1 
 
F.6 Automatic Transaxle  
 
   Automatic Transaxle    
  Mean surface temperature, 0C Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A18(top) 67.7 67.7 65.3 66.9 58.8 59.2 59.5 59.2 
B11(Bot) 61.7 61.3 59.7 60.9 57.1 56.8 55.7 56.5 
Average    63.9    57.9 
 
F.7 Automatic Transaxle Bottom Cover 
 
   Automatic Transaxle Bottom Cover   
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B10 73.8 71.5 68.9 71.4 62.8 62.7 62.9 62.8 











F.8 Engine Oil Sump Left Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Left Side    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B1(L) 82.5 82.1 81.5 82.0 70.5 69.3 70.8 70.2 
Average    82.0    70.2 
 
F.9 Engine Oil Sump Front Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Front Side    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B2(F) 82.8 82.5 81.9 82.4 70.5 69.3 70.8 70.2 
Average    82.4    70.2 
 
F.10 Engine Oil Sump Back Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Back Side    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B3 83.2 83.1 82.3 82.9 69.2 70.1 69.0 69.4 
Average    82.9    69.4 
 
F.11 Engine Oil Sump Bottom Side 
 
   Engine Oil Sump Bottom Side    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
B4 78.4 78.0 77.9 78.1 70.5 69.3 70.8 70.2 
Average    78.1    70.2 
 
F.12 Exhaust Manifold Cover (Upper Side) 
 
   Exhaust Manifold Cover (Upper Side)   
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A12(R) 88.6 91.5 88.7 89.6 72.0 71.5 71.1 71.5 
A14(L) 78.5 81.5 78.6 79.5 71.8 72.1 72.7 72.2 




F.13 Exhaust Manifold Cover (Lower Side) 
 
   Exhaust Manifold Cover (Lower Side)   
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A15 96.5 99.3 96.6 97.5 64.8 64.9 65.1 64.9 




   Alternator      
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
A17 102.9 103.3 101.9 102.7 83.9 84.5 85.1 84.5 




   Converter      
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C1 120.7 121.8 0.0 121.3 70.5 65.6 69.8 69.6 
C2 97.3 100.4 98.5 98.8 69.8 69.1 70.8 69.9 




   Silencer      
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C17 104.0 104.6 107.1 105.3 73.5 75.3 73.2 74.0 
C18 88.0 90.1 91.2 89.8 72.0 74.3 72.9 73.1 














   Muffler      
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C11 92.9 99.2 102.9 98.3 57.8 54.6 59.4 57.3 
C12 86.0 90.9 94.2 90.4 60.2 60.3 62.3 60.9 
Average    94.3    59.1 
 
F.18 Upper Takedown Pipe (Left and Right Side) 
 
   Upper Takedown Pipe (Left & Right Side)  
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C6 228.7 232.0 231.6 230.8 62.8 61.6 63.1 62.5 
C8 204.6 206.8 205.8 205.7 68.8 69.5 71.7 70.0 
Average    218.3    66.3 
C9 180.9 184.2 182.3 182.5 71.2 71.0 72.2 71.5 
C8 204.6 206.8 205.8 205.7 68.8 69.5 71.7 70.0 
Average    194.1    70.7 
 
F.19 Lower Takedown Pipe 
 
   Lower Takedown Pipe    
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C4 167.2 169.4 168.0 168.2 70.5 69.3 70.8 70.2 
C5 188.9 193.2 192.7 191.6 70.5 69.3 70.8 70.2 




   Tailpipe      
 Mean surface temperature, 0C  Mean air temperature, 0C 
Channel Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ts,ave Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Ta,ave 
C13 134.4 139.5 139.8 137.9 60.0 57.3 58.3 58.5 
C15 168.6 174.2 180.1 174.3 75.6 76.0 75.2 75.6 





APPENDIX G: Determination of Air Mass Flow Rate and Actual Air-fuel Ratio 
 
 
By knowing the relative composition of the combustion products and fuel consumption 
rate, the air mass flow rate can be determined from mass balance principal based on the 
combustion equation written in below: 
C7 H17 + (O2 + 3.76 N2) = CO2 + CO + H2O + N2 + NOx + HC  (F-1) 
 
G.1 Two minute driving test cycle 
0.1253 (kg) C7 H17 + X (O2 + 3.76 N2) = 0.3953 (kg) CO2 + 1.0950 (kg) CO +  
0.0000144 (kg) NO + 0.0000431 (kg) HC +  
Y H2 O + Z N2  
G.1.1 Carbon mass balance 
Carbon mass, C7 = 0.10787 (kg) C + 0.0004693 (kg) C + 0.00003975 (kg) C. 
= 0.10838 (kg) C 
G.1.2 Hydrogen mass balance 
0.02209 (kg) H17 = Y (kg) H2 + 0.000003333 (kg) H 
= 0.022085 (kg) 
= 0.01104 kmol (H2). 
G.1.3 Oxygen mass balance 
X (kg) O2 = 0.28741 (kg) O2 + 0.0000626 (kg) O + 0.000009988 (kg) O2 + Y (kg) O 
From hydrogen mass balance, insect 0.01104 kmol into the oxygen balance, where 
Y = 0.01104 kmol 
= 0.1766 kg 
So that, 




X = 0.4646 kg 
= 0.01452 kmol. 
G.1.4 Air mass determination 
Air mass = X (O2 + 3.76 N2) 
               = 0.01452 (31.999 + 3.76(28.013)) 
  = 1.994 kg 
Air mass flow rate = 1.994 / 600 sec 
= 0.003323 kg/s 
G.1.5 Actual air-fuel ration determination 
Air-fuel ration = Air mass / Fuel mass 
= 1.99400 / 0.12525 
= 15.92 
 
G.2 One minute driving test cycle 
0.1267 (kg) C7 H17 + X (O2 +3.76 N2) = 0.401 (kg) CO2 + 0.00041 (kg) CO + 0.00001198 
(kg) NO + 0.00001198 (kg) HC + Y H2O + 
Z N2 
G.2.1 Carbon mass balance 
Carbon mass, C7 = 0.1094 (kg) C + 0.0001762 (kg) C + 0.00001105 (kg) C 
= 0.10959 (kg) C 
G.2.2 Hydrogen mass balance 
0.02233 (kg) H17 = Y (kg) H2 + 0.0000009275 (kg) H 
= 0.02233 (kg) 
= 0.01108 kmol (H2). 
G.2.3 Oxygen mass balance 
X (kg) O2 = 0.2916 (kg) O2 + 0.0002347 (kg) O + 0.000006387 (kg) O2 + Y (kg) O 




Y = 0.01108 kmol 
= 0.17705 kg 
So that, 
X (kg) O2 = 0.2916 (kg) O2 + 0.0002347 (kg) O + 0.000006387 (kg) O2  
+ 0.17705 (kg) O 
G.2.4 Air mass determination 
Air mass = X (O2 + 3.76 N2) 
 = 0.01465 (31.999 + 3.76(28.013)) 
= 2.0119 kg 
Air mass flow rate = 2.0119 / 600 sec 
= 0.003353 kg/s 
G.2.5 Actual air-fuel ration determination 
Air-fuel ration = Air mass / Fuel mass 
= 2.0119 / 0.1267 
= 15.88 
 
 
 
 
 
 
